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OPENING COMMENTS

My colleagues joke that I was here when Father Leo Meyer, S.M., bought John Stuart’s
farm and started a school. Not quite, I sneer. But I was on campus when the building in
which I now work was part of the thriving factory complex of the National Cash Register
Company.
Professors then used to time their leaving campus so as to avoid 4 p.m. Those of us near
the top of Miriam Hall could see — at the exact striking of the hour — the doors of those
factories fly open and thousands of workers flow out on their way home. Many of those same
workers took time out of their lunch breaks to attend at Holy Angels a Mass that, in keeping
with their time constraints, lasted but 20 minutes.
My memories don’t go back to 1923 when workers living in nearby houses came to the
rescue of the few students remaining on campus at the beginning of Christmas break and
drove off hundreds of bomb-placing, cross-burning, Catholic-hating Klansmen.
I do remember, however, that neighborhood changing. The workers gradually disappeared, replaced by students. National Cash Register became NCR as its business evolved.
More than the company’s name
shrank as manufacturing in Dayton
dwindled. And last year NCR moved
its headquarters south.
Over time, the neighborhoods
that once housed factory workers
have become part of UD. Brown
Street

businesses

flourish

once

again. Flyer athletic facilities have
blossomed on the west side of the

2

Great Miami River. And in 2005 the
University expanded its acreage dramatically by buying the old NCR factory site, which lay between the historic campus and the Arena Sports
Complex. Recently, the University made an even more dramatic move with an even larger
purchase, including NCR’s former world headquarters, just to the south of the 2005 parcel.
We don’t have to explain that these acquisitions are a big deal. Opportunities like these
don’t come along in just any century.
Father Meyer saw one in the mid-19th century, when having come to Ohio to help with a
cholera epidemic, he bought land from a farmer who, grieving the death of his infant daughter, wished to return to his native land. Another farm, just to the west of his, the Pattersons’,
would see the genesis, growth and departure of an industrial giant, NCR.
Although that organization has moved on, the University of Dayton isn’t leaving; it’s
building a future here.
That fact, as our cover story illustrates, is not only good news for Daytonians but also
part of a trend of major universities taking leading roles in their regions’ economic development.
The land’s change in ownership provides an occasion for what a former cover of ours
proclaimed as “Hopes and Memories” — a phrase we have since realized we could use on
any cover of this magazine. For that is what we try to share with you, the reader. This issue
has some fond memories of athletics and athletes and alumni. It has some bittersweet ones
of NCR. And it has some terrifying ones of human enslavement.
But the issue is full of hope — for victims of human trafficking, for the success of the
Flyers and for the future of this University as it strives to transform itself, its region and its
world.

—Thomas M. Columbus
EDITOR
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE
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FEEDBACK

Hopes and memories

LETTERS
the Christian religion. … UD needs to educate

GORDON ROBERTS
[“A commitment of moral obligation,”

University of Dayton Magazine, Autumn 2009]
about Col. Gordon Roberts told us the un-

cluding an article on evolution . …

itself from all evolution concepts!

gion continues to elbow for room at the table,

needs to take a Christian stance and distance
—JOHN MORAITES ’63

known story of this fine man.

Back in August 1971, as freshmen, we were

all full of ourselves, away from home, girls

CENTERVILLE, OHIO

I was shocked when I saw the cover of the

on campus, drinking 3.2 beer. My next door

UD Magazine and a picture of Darwin reading

young man, kept to himself, spoke when

ticle. … For those who are confused between

neighbor in Stuart Hall, 5 East, was a quiet
spoken to, didn’t participate in the dorm
mayhem that frequently took place, and
graduated in three years. You knew there was
something different about him.

Here was a young man who had seen more

in his 20 years than we, his fellow classmates,

the Bible, then appalled when I read the arevolution and Creation, I would suggest
you read: Genesis 1:27 “So God created man in

His own image; in the image of God He
created him; male and female He created
them.”…

know he was a Medal of Honor winner, just a
quiet, studious type. Heck, I was wondering

what being number 36 in the draft that year
was going to do to my happy-go-lucky life at
UD.

He truly lives the Marianist tradition every

—RICK O’REILLY ’73
GREENSBORO, N.C.

would see in our lifetimes. Gordon wanted
a normal life at UD and he got it. We didn’t

Natural Selection within a species can be

proven. Evolution as a gradual or sudden pro-

try, now at Walter Reed Medical Center taking
care of our wounded warriors.

Gordon Roberts truly epitomizes and lives

his life in the tradition UD instills in her stu-

Yet the story also demonstrates how reli-

impeding human progress and peace as it does
so. … There’s no demonstrable evidence for a
creator (let alone a personal god). …

Education is weakened when it makes

room for superstition.

—MATT MARSHALL ’93
CLEVELAND HEIGHTS, OHIO

KUDOS
Kudos on the new format of the Magazine.

I was especially struck by the article “Game

of life” [“Hidden Treasure,” University of Dayton
Magazine, Summer 2009]. … I wonder if others

spotted [dominoes with the names of] Cy Middendorf … or Matthew Kohmescher. …

I had the privilege of touring the [Mari-

cess cannot be proven. No one believes that a

anist] Archives last fall. It is truly a treasure

it is contaminated.

ity of our beloved Marianists.

sterile solution will suddenly gain life unless

trove of information, history and the human-

—CANDACE SURIANO ’03

—CONNIE CACHAT DYKAS ’72
BAY VILLAGE, OHIO

AUBURN HILLS, MICH.

day whether it was in Vietnam, at UD, in his

civilian life, and back again to serve his coun-

I want to commend the editors … for in-

some of the teaching staff on Genesis. … UD

STYLE
WHERE ARE YOU READING
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON
MAGAZINE?

I did graphic design for a while. I’ve been a

human for as long as I can remember. I was at

UD for four years. The University of Dayton Maga-

zine has enthralled me on all three levels: design, story, UD.

dents: Learn. Lead. Serve.

Thank you for bringing the story of Gordon

—ROBERT STANLEY ’64
BEVERLY SHORES, IND.

Roberts to our attention.

TRINITARIAN

—PAUL C. SCHMIDT ’75
JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

The truth of [the words in the editor’s Open-

ing Comments, “Resounding gongs, go away,”

DARWINIAN FALLOUT

University of Dayton Magazine, Autumn 2009] will

I take issue with [“Evolution of a theory,”

be posted in my mind (and next to my comput-

University of Dayton Magazine, Autumn 2009].

er) — being together, its significance, its mys-

[It] incorrectly interchanges evolution with

tery and its connection to the Trinity.

natural selection. Evolution requires an in-

As the words passed my eyes, to my brain,

crease in information resulting in vertical

they ended at my heart where all things UD

change from one species to another. Natural

selection is a loss of information resulting in
horizontal changes within a species.

Darwin used natural selection and evo-

lution to replace God as creator. … Perhaps
those who embrace evolution just do not want
to accept Truth.

3

—MARK ARENDT ’04
DAYTON, OHIO

It was sad to read that many professors in

the science department don’t have a grasp of

“How timely can you get?” Carolyn
Brown Griffith ’63 wrote after returning
from the Galapagos Islands off the coast
of Ecuador. “Reading the Darwin article
while visiting the islands where he researched his theories! Great article and
super magazine!” Where are you reading
the issue in your hands right now? Send
us a photo that shows the places you
and the magazine go.
See more reader photos at http://magazine.udayton.edu.

Where are you reading University of Dayton
Magazine? Send us a photograph — at home or
abroad — to magazine@udayton.edu.

reside! Embrace the Mystery!

—CHRISSY ANDRUS KESSLER ’97
CHILLICOTHE, OHIO

PLEASE SEND YOUR LETTERS TO:
University of Dayton Magazine
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469-2963
magazine-letters@udayton.edu
Please include your city and state. Indicate whether you wish your
e-mail address printed. Letters should not exceed 300 words. University of Dayton Magazine may edit for clarity and brevity. Opinions expressed are those of the letter writers and not necessarily
of this publication nor the University of Dayton.
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CONVERSATION PIECES

RISE

X

Redefining Investment Strategy Education
March 18-20, 2010

The World’s Largest STUDENT Investment Forum
In Association With
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RISE

Fruit fl
ies
flies

NCR world HQ

Power ball

Elie Wiesel

100 PERCENT POWERPOINT-FREE

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY

NOW WITH NEW OWNERS

UD ARENA

DIVERSITY LECTURE SERIES

What’s going on in the market?
Can you trust your 401(k)? Some
of the most prestigious fi
nancial
financial
minds in the global economy will
off
er an insider’s look at what’s
offer
happening on the world economic
stage at the RISE X forum March
18-20, 2010, at the University
of Dayton. The public is invited
to the March 18 keynotes at UD
Arena. For more information,
see http://www.udayton.edu/
business/rise.

In December, Madhuri KangoSingh, assistant professor in the
department of biology, received a
$40,000 Pediatric Opthalmology
Grant Award from the Knights
Templar Eye Foundation Inc. to
study microphthalmia, a genetic
disorder in which children are
born with small eyes. KangoSingh, who studies tumor
progression and metastasis, will
study the fruit fl
y eye as a model
fly
to help shed light on how the
generation of an adequate number
of cells early in development
may have a bearing on the proper
regulation of size.

“I decided to go with the UD motto of Learn, Lead and Serve.”
— SOPHOMORE PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR SETH RICHARDSON IN RESPONSE TO FLYER NEWS’
JAN. 8, 2010, “WORD ON THE STREET” QUESTION, “WHAT IS YOUR NEW YEAR’S
RESOLUTION?”

Roughly 125 years ago, John and
Frank Patterson asked Brother
Maximin Zehler, S.M., for his
endorsement of their business
idea: cash registers. Zehler,
principal of the school that would
eventually become UD, recognized
the cash register’s potential and
even arranged to purchase the
family’s 28-acre Stone Mill Farm,
providing the infant business with
needed capital. That company
became NCR, a Fortune 500
company that in December sold its
former world headquarters to UD.
See story, Page 16.

For the fi
rst time in the program’s
first
history, the women’s basketball
team earned a top-25 ranking.
Two, in fact. The Flyers broke into
both the AP and coaches’ polls
in late November after wins over
then-ranked No. 10 Michigan
State and No. 23 Purdue, the
latter on their way to winning
the BTI Classic. The Flyers squad
is big and physical, anchored in
the center by sophomore Casey
Nance (above), a 6’4” force inside
with a 6’7” wingspan. Photo by Erik
Schelkun/Elsestar Images

“This will truly change the face of campus and propel economic
development in the region — hallelujah.”
— JACK PROUD ’70, CHAIR OF UD’S BOARD OF TRUSTEES, REACTING TO
UD’S PURCHASE OF NCR’S FORMER HEADQUARTERS

“I begged (Hoben) to give me another chance, and he
did. No one else would have done that.”

“My son complimented me by saying none of his friends has a mother who knows more ways to
kill people than I do. Now that is a Hallmark Mother’s Day card.”

— BOB BELVEDERE ’69 ON FORMER SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
ADMINSITRATION DEAN BILL HOBEN, WHO DIED DEC. 2

—VIOLA JEANE HEIMBERGER CANDIDO ’69 IN THIS ISSUE’S CLASS NOTES.
SEND YOURS FOR NEXT ISSUE TO CLASSNOTES@UDAYTON.EDU.
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Elie Wiesel, Holocaust survivor,
prolifi
c author and 1986 winner
prolific
of the Nobel Peace Prize, rounds
out the 2009-10 Diversity Lecture
Series season with a talk at
7:30 p.m. Thursday, March 25,
at the Benjamin and Marian
Schuster Performing Arts Center
in Dayton. Wiesel’s appearance is
presented by UD and the Victoria
Theatre Association.

Reason, Faith,
Imagination

International Space
Station

Lithium-air batteries

ARTSTREET

TOM PENTRACK ’86

Show off your creativity, UD
alumni. ArtStreet’s fi
fth annual
fifth
Alumni Art Exhibit, on display
from May 17 through Reunion
Weekend June 12, takes its theme
from three core elements of UD’s
distinctive approach to education:
reason, faith and imagination.
Alumni artists need not be
graduates of the art program or
professional artists to participate.
E-mail your intent to participate
to ArtStreet at artstreet@udayton
.edu by April 16 or call 937-229-5101
for more information. Above, “Not
a Birthday Anymore” by Rachel
Dennis ’07.

NASA lost a leader and the UD
community one of its own with
the death of chemical engineering
graduate Tom Pentrack ’86 after
a battle with cancer. During his
NASA career, Pentrack rose to
the rank of deputy director of
the International Space Station.
Along the way, his work earned
many awards, including NASA’s
Distinguished Service Medal in
2009. You can see his legacy in
the work of the current ISS crew
through the tweets of Col. T.J.
Creamer (@Astro_TJ on twitter
.com).

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON RESEARCH
INSTITUTE

5

Engineers at the University
of Dayton Research Institute
have developed a battery with
improved power density that will
pave the way for a number of
industry applications, including
hybrid and electric cars. The
battery is the fi
rst solid-state,
first
rechargeable lithium-air battery,
a breakthrough that addresses the
fi
re and explosion risk of other
fire
lithium rechargeable batteries.

CONVERSATION PIECES

RISE, flies and 7-foot high-fives

WINTER 2010
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EXPERT INSTRUCTION

How to pick the
right college
Many of you already did. That’s why you’re
reading this. And if a high school kid asked
you what’s the right school, you might wax
rhapsodic about how UD was right for you.

We asked readers to “ask a Marianist” —
 in this case, BROTHER TOM OLDENSKI, S.M., whose work has taken him to India, Thailand and Chaminade
Hall, where he is an associate professor in the department of educational leadership. Here are some questions and Brother Oldenski’s answers.

What is the concise
reply made by Marianist
educators when asked what
is distinctive about their
educational philosophy?
—Don Wigal ’55
New York City

But would it be right for the person asking
you?
Helping high school students find the
college right for them is part of the work of
Rob Durkle, assistant vice president and
dean of admission at UD.

Each would repeat the

Some of his advice:

five characteristics of

1. Choosing a school is a major
purchase, more so than a car, more like a
house. So spend more time on choosing one
than on buying jeans.

Marianist education.

Those five are educating
for formation in faith,

educating in family spirit,
educating for adaptation

2. Evaluate yourself. What do you like
and dislike academically?
3. Build an imaginary college
or university for yourself. What
characteristics does it have. Top-tier?
Catholic? Residential?
4. Visit campuses to get acquainted.
5. Visit again to make your decision.
6. While visiting, ask questions (about
retention, placement, support services …).
7. While visiting, let the school know
who you are, your interests, your grades,
your activities, honors, awards, leadership
positions. (This is especially important if you
are on the edge of being accepted or if you
are seeking scholarship aid.)
8. Pick your school, not where you’ll
just learn, but where you’ll learn to make a
difference.
9. For your application, write an essay
that says who you are. Focus not on
experiences that changed something in your
life but on ones that transformed you.
10. Apply.

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE

and change, providing

an integral and quality

education, and educating
for service, justice and

peace. I, myself, would

add that it’s the Marianist

How to dunk
Junior Chris
Wright has recorded
more dunks than any
basketball player
in Flyer history. Although many of them
bring an excited,
cheering crowd to its
feet, Wright’s reaction is calmer: “If you
told me I was UD’s
jump shot record
holder, I’d be more
excited.”
Nevertheless, he
agreed to share with
our readers advice
on the technique of
dunking.
“First off,” he
said, “it’s not as easy

as it looks.”
n Start early. “I’ve
been dunking since
I was 4 or 5,” Wright
said. “Little rims,
then the back of my
door and now regular
hoops.”
n Leap at the
right time and with
the right trajectory.
“You have to take
off far enough out to
get above the front
of the rim,” he said.
“Think of a jet taking
off, not a helicopter.
If you take off too
late, you’re going to
be under the rim. You
might even hit your

spirituality we bring to
any institution that is
head.” [Editor’s
note: Not a problem
for some of us.]
n Remember
what goes up must
come down. “After
you dunk the ball,
you are only halfway
done. You better be
worrying about your
landing or someone’s
going to get hurt.”
“It also helps,”
Wright said, “if you
had springs installed
in your legs. I had
mine put in when I
was 2 or 3.” [Editor’s
note: We think he’s
kidding about that
part. Maybe.]

unique to us. We used to
say that every Marianist

teaches by every gesture,

action and word. It’s really
who we are as people that
makes this difference.

ERIK SCHELKUN/ELSESTAR IMAGES
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BIG QUESTIONS

A FEMALE POPE, SECRETS
OF FRUITCAKE AND OTHER
ANSWERS: ASK A MARIANIST
Having traveled the world,
what do you think is the most
important characteristic that
we all share?
—John Geiger
Green Valley, Ariz.

In your opinion, is life more
about discovering who you
are or determining who you
want to be?
—Joseph M. Orlando
Parma, Ohio

The most important thing

I believe it’s more about

all have a yearning and

because most of the things

we all share is that we

strong desire to know we
love others, are loved by

others and are valued as

the person we are. It is our
relationship to self and to

others that counts. When
I taught high school in

Ireland and Africa, I saw
that adolescent needs

are the same. They’re

just expressed culturally
differently.

discovering who you are
that happen in our lives

are unexpected rather than
us controlling fate. God

laughs at strategic plans
and personal planning.

As a personal example, I

joined the community to

Fifty years ago I wondered
about when we will have
a female pope and am
still wondering today. The
safeguards against women
becoming priests are still
up. What should we do to
reduce the pressure on this
prejudicial, artificial wall?
Wait for a global catastrophe
like a virus or a war that
affects only men? Encourage
stronger female leadership?
These burning questions
have been put off for far too
long. What does God want
us to do? Nothing? I doubt it.
—Rosey Bily ’52
Asheville, N.C.

cook for the brothers my
whole life and got into

the classroom through
obedience. Even my

Ph.D. was not something
I planned to do but the
result of my superior’s
suggestion to me.

What is the secret for making
a Christmas fruitcake that
people will actually eat?
—Phil Aaron ’54
Dayton

Obviously, this is a

question from someone
who knows me well.

Traditionally, for almost
40 years, I have been

making fruitcakes as part

of preparing for Christmas
unless I’m out of the

country and without a
kitchen or the proper

ingredients. The secret

is making them several
I am also wondering

weeks ahead of time.

female pope or a woman

cooled from the oven, give

our strong adherence to

“holy spirits,” wrap them

community, this reality

them in the refrigerator.

might not happen. We

Immaculate Conception

and revelation, and it is

unwrap them and give

two millennia that seems

of the holy spirits. Let

it is very hard for us to

the refrigerator until

if we will ever have a

After they are completely

as priest. Because of

them the blessing of the

tradition in our Catholic

in aluminum foil and put

will take years to come and

On the Feast of the

are adherents to tradition

or very near to that,

the tradition of the past

them another blessing

to block this. I’ll add that

them sleep wrapped in

assume that we really

Christmastime.

7

know what God wants us

to do. We rely on our own

faith and commitment to
follow Jesus within the

Catholic Church that allow

us to keep going and to live
with the hope that change
might one day come.

For our next issue, ask another Marianist, in this case Sister Laura Leming, F.M.I. A Marianist sister, she is associate professor in the department of sociology,
anthropology and social work. She will become department chair in July. Before receiving her doctorate from Boston College, she worked from 1981 to 1994 in UD’s
campus ministry. In India, she has taught sociology in UD’s program in Bangalore, taught in novitiate programs for Marianist sisters and brothers, and done research on
how Catholic and Christian Indian women live out their religious identity in a minority Christian context. E-MAIL YOUR QUESTION TO: MAGAZINE@UDAYTON.EDU.
WINTER 2010
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News from campus and beyond

President Curran’s
contract extended

Green at the core – the Central Mall

The space from Kennedy Union to Marycrest Complex will start undergoing a transformation

this spring. Green space will increase; more walking paths will appear.
Plans for the completed mall call for a terraced amphitheater and overlook to be built into the
hillside in front of Marycrest, where once sprawled the Mechanical Engineering Building. Low seat
walls and benches will border the lawn, to be shaded by more than 100 new trees.
And the plaza just east of Kennedy Union will be rebuilt to better accommodate outdoor dining,
casual gathering and organized campus activities.
“The goal is to update the mall so it doesn’t just feel like an empty lawn,” said Beth Keyes,
assistant vice president for facilities. “We want it to be sculpted, intentional, like Central Park in
New York City.”
The University’s board of trustees has extended
President Daniel J. Curran’s contract through June 30,
2015.
“By virtually every measure, the University of
Dayton has grown in stature during his presidency,”

AROUND CAMPUS

said Jack Proud ’70, board chair. “He’s a bold, energetic, approachable leader with a strong faith in the

The once and future deans

University’s Catholic, Marianist mission and an abil-

The School of Education and Allied Professions, starting on May 1, will have a new dean, Kevin Kelly, who

recently served as interim dean of the College of Education at Purdue University.

“On a personal level,” Kelly said, “the Marianist community and mission of

the University — and the focus on social justice in a learning environment — is

Campus ministry
program recognized

Curran became the University’s 18th president

campus ministry program was

and first lay leader on July 1, 2002. His second five-

Campus Ministry Association

As a faculty member at Purdue he was the founding training director for the

counseling psychology doctoral program, which has grown to enroll the largest
group of full-time doctoral students in Purdue’s College of Education. He helped

bring the National Rural Educational Association to campus, an effort that helped

year contract ends in 2012, but the extension takes

as an Exemplar Campus Min-

him through a major fundraising campaign, whose

istry Program. The program —

goal has not yet been announced. During his tenure,

the Perspectives on Faith and

first-year undergraduate applicants have increased

Life Series — hosts five dinner

attract support from the Woodrow Wilson Foundation for an initiative to prepare

risks.”

A University of Dayton
recognized by the Catholic

very attractive to me.”

ity to read the signs of the times and take calculated

discussions per year on various

dents are at a record high.

issues, which have included
religion and violence, the inter-

“This is a university with an extraordinary future,”

scale research and engagement efforts in engineering and technology education.

section of political issues and

Curran said, “and I’m humbled and privileged to be

faith, sustainability, evolution

the steward of a remarkable legacy.”

Kelly holds a bachelor’s degree in psychology from Boston University and a

doctorate in counseling psychology from the University of Iowa.

Kelly

and even sports. Between 50

He will succeed Thomas J. Lasley II, who has served as dean since 1998. Lasley will serve as executive

and 80 students, faculty and

is a collaborative effort to develop science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) talent in the Dayton

Student Body President John Jewell said he

director of EDvention and teach at UD, maintaining offices at UD and the Dayton Foundation. EDvention

staff members typically attend

believes students will welcome Curran’s contract ex-

a session, said Crystal Sullivan,

tension, viewing it as a commitment by the board to

area. During Lasley’s tenure as dean, the school started a doctor of physical therapy program, developed the

director of residence life minis-

the students. “The students also see this move,” he

Center for Catholic Education, established the Bombeck Family Learning Center and created the Dayton Early
College Academy, an urban high school whose every graduate has been accepted to college.
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE
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try and series coordinator.
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Stuart Hall will see its lobby, elevators and common areas renovated. The University’s
board of trustees approved, at its Jan. 22 meeting, $2.8 million for the second and final phase
of the residence hall’s renovation.
The first phase, completed last summer, included upgrades to air conditioning, windows,
restrooms, central gathering areas and space for campus ministry plus new drywall, carpet,
ceilings and lighting.
The total cost of the Stuart Hall renovation is $16 million. The hall, built in 1964, houses
632 students in 316 rooms.
Other recent renovations include $20 million of work on Marycrest Complex and nearly
$6 million of renovations to the Virginia W. Kettering and Campus South residence facilities.
During President Daniel J. Curran’s seven-year tenure, the University has invested more
than $100 million 1n the construction of new residence facilities — Marianist Hall, ArtStreet
and houses — in addition to the renovations. The University also built the $25.3 million
RecPlex recreation facility.
“This is an investment in our distinctive learning-living environment,” Curran said.

more than 60 percent and test scores of entering stu-

math and science teachers for rural schools. He was also involved in Purdue’s P-12
STEM Initiative, a collaborative effort to create a nucleus of faculty to develop large-

Stuart Hall – new and improved

LAUREN GRAEHLER ’12

8

The Stewart Street Bridge, which connects the east and west sides of Dayton as well as the Arena Sports Complex with the rest
of campus, reopened in late November, a month ahead of schedule. The $16.5 million public project features six traffic lanes and
10-foot-wide sidewalks. Another multimillion-dollar project improved Stewart Street from the bridge to Brown Street.

said, “as a sure way to improve the reputation of UD
nationally and globally.”

WINTER 2010
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No. 1 evening news program in the nation, aired a
story Dec. 12 on
the success of the
University of Dayton’s Flyer Investments team, part
of the Davis Center for Portfolio Management. The student-managed fund, which
handles $10.5 million of the
University’s investments, has
beaten the S&P benchmark
at the one-, three-, five- and
10-year marks. NBC Nightly

Kathryn Kinnucan-Welsch,
chair of teacher education,
came to UD to build an
academic career with an
eye to returning home to
Michigan. But within her first
weeks here she was touched
by community, one of the
Marianist characteristics.
“What happened,” she said,
“was UD became a home,
a family, my support, my
community.”

Tom Burkhardt, vice
president for finance and
administrative services,
recalled delivering bad
news once to the then UD
president, Brother Raymond L.
Fitz, S.M., and expecting him
to be upset. “He took the bad
news so calmly and with such
patience,” Burkhardt said. “I
thought, ‘That’s how I want
to be.’” Colleagues say that’s
how he is.

Integrating
faith and work
The University has created a
Center for the Integration of Faith
and Work.
“As business professionals, we
are called to use our gifts and talents, not only as a means of income
and career advancement, but as
an integral part of our responsibility to do good for society,” said

The old
neighborhood

Matthew Shank, dean of the University’s School of Business Administration. “By creating the Center for the
Integration of Faith and Work, we

News is watched by approxi-

are creating a focal point to help

mately 9.5 million viewers.

students explore the value and
meaning of their chosen life’s work.”
Brother Victor Forlani, S.M., who

Like most UD students, Alix Omori, senior sociology major, has

power generation in the neighborhood over time. One woman who

countless memories of student neighborhood parties and get-togethers.

grew up in the neighborhood in the early 20th century shared pictures

serves as Marianist-in-residence for

She knows every street from Chambers to Irving and Brown to the cem-

with the class; other guest speakers discussed the neighborhood from

82 entries. Five finalists offer products ranging from a device to allow organizations to save money on energy use

the business school,

etery. But unlike most students, she can give a historical account of UD’s

an environmental standpoint.

to a bra to alleviate pain and discomfort after cancer treatment.

is founding director of

student stomping grounds, and when she walks through campus, she

Pitching new products
10

Left: UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES; Right, LINDSIE MacPHERSON

NBC Nightly News, the

2010 Lackner Awards

Media Hit

The Lackner Awards recognize faculty and staff members who have
contributed to the Catholic, Marianist character of the University.

ARCHEOLOGY

The $50,000 prize money in the University of Dayton’s 2009-10 Business Plan Competition drew a record

Final presentations are in March; winners are announced at the School of Business Administration’s
entrepreneurship program banquet in April. UD’s entrepreneurship program is ranked fourth in the nation by
The Princeton Review and Entrepreneur magazine.

sees reminders of a century ago.

the new center.

Last semester, the student neighborhood fell under the microscope

“By viewing a busi-

the

its findings into a large

— as distinct from a se-

ronment program, professor Robert Brecha and ArtStreet director Susan

visual mural, creating

ries of jobs — a deeper

Byrnes founded a new interdisciplinary class, Archeology of a Neigh-

multimedia pieces with

borhood, which incorporated the history of community in the student

videos, pictures, voices

neighborhood with elements of art and multimedia design.

and visual maps to teach

Forlani

ness is fostered and, at the same
“The Meals On Wheels Association estimates that one in nine seniors in the U.S. are already at risk of hunger,” said Teresa Barry, board
chairman for the national organization. “And it’s getting worse.”

transformed

others how the student

time, creates a culture of business

that, up until the 1960s, a railroad used to divide the neighborhood and

neighborhood

integrity,” Forlani said.

the academic part of campus. It chugged right through what would be-

and had an impact on

changed

The center will continue to spon-

come Kettering Laboratories, C parking lot and the former Rudy’s Fly-Buy

the community and land

tors expanding their programs, it turned to UD’s Center for Leadership

sor the annual Business as a Calling

on Stonemill. Students learned about the creek that flowed down Stuart

within its borders. Art-

Hill to the river and that now flows underground, controlled by a series of

Street displayed the mu-

concrete tubes under campus.

ral in January.

November.
Senior nutrition programs serve an estimated one million meals a
day to seniors.
UD’s Center for Leadership and Executive Development, celebrating its 10th anniversary, began as a consortium of the largest organizations in the area, according to Bob Smith, director of the center. It

symposium, now in its sixth year,
which led to the development of

Digging through University archives and books, the class compared

“I think a lot of times

neighborhood structures in old photographs, before UD bought the prop-

we [students] don’t no-

the center will develop and offer

erties, with the current houses and neighborhood layout.

tice the architecture or history of the Ghetto, but there’s a history

courses, workshops and conferences
and plans to host a distinguished

gramming to offer leadership effectiveness and capacity building for

speaker series, sponsor research and

Reaching out to smaller organizations and nonprofits, Smith says,

An example of visual place mapping,
by Leah Winnecke

the center. In addition, Forlani said

has expanded the number of its partners to 35 and has expanded prononprofit as well as for-profit organizations.
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After interviewing alumni from various decades, students learned

class

So when the national organization needed training for its direcand Executive Development. Twenty participants came to campus in
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co-teacher of the course,

tween ArtStreet and the University’s sustainability, energy and the envi-

sense of purpose and social aware-

Fighting
hunger

of Antioch College and

of academic study for Omori and 11 other students. In a collaboration be-

ness career as a calling

investigate the best practices of or-

“seems to be working; our revenue grew 6 percent last year in spite of

ganizations around the issues of faith

a tough economy.”

and work.

“Back then there were tall trees and elaborate family gardens, all kept
by NCR working-class families,” Omori said. “The houses were well kept.
… Now we see cars everywhere and blacktopped parking lots … there are
no trees or gardens, and the houses are run down.”
Yet still remaining, Omori said, are the housing structures themselves — now students call them “home.”

11

With the help of Dennie Eagleson, former photography professor

here,” Omori said. “We walk the same paths every day, to class and
back, and don’t notice or look at the different features of campus.”
But students of the class now see more than meets the eye. When
walking from her house on Fairgrounds to campus, Omori remembers
“NCR families worked and children played together in the same area
we live in today.”

Other components of the course looked at energy, water systems and

—Rachael Bade ’10
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WINNERS
Mary – Seat of Wisdom
The University of Dayton Marian Library

shepherded it into the digital age;

has new leadership but remains the world’s

witness The Mary Page at http://

largest and most comprehensive repository of

campus.udayton.edu/mary/.

printed material on Mary, with 75,000 books

Rossier, a native of Fribourg,

and up to 150,000 articles and pamphlets. Its

Switzerland, who came to Dayton in

art collection contains an estimated 3,600

2003, is at home around the world.

Nativity scenes.

He speaks five languages; he has

In January, Father François Rossier, S.M.,

THEY LEARN. THEY LEAD. THEY SERVE.

taught on every inhabited continent.

was installed as executive director of the

His teaching and research focus

Marian Library/International Marian Research

on the biblical texts that speak of

Institute.

Mary. He also examines how Mary

At the same time, outgoing executive direc-

Rossier

is portrayed in popular culture and
contemporary literature.

tor Father Johann Roten, S.M., was honored for
leading the institute for two decades that saw graduate students in the-

Mary, he says, “is the most-written about woman in the entire

ology come from around the world to study at the institute. Roten also

human history, and she’s an emblem of Catholic tradition and identity.”

LETTER FROM AFRICA

Record international
enrollment
International enrollment for this

‘OUR
VILLAGE
IS DYING’

academic year increased 36 percent

12

The National Alumni Association, to generate alumni pride and to reflect the excellence of a University of Dayton education, has since 1967 recognized and honored University of Dayton alumni whose accomplishments personify UD’s mission.

The chief of Mbo-Barombi village in
Cameroon, West Africa, told a group of
UD engineering students that without
clean water, his village suffered. They
promised help. Then they went back to
Dayton to figure out how.

from a year ago to a record 604 stu-

17

BY MATTHEW DEWALD

dents, double that of two years ago.
Most of the University’s international
students come from China, India and

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE

Saudi Arabia, in that order.

WINTER 2008-09

Competing with schools

For two straight years, the Uni-

in a six-state region, the

versity has ranked first in internation-

University won four awards

al student satisfaction, according to

from District V of the Coun-

an International Student Barometer

cil for the Advancement

survey, the largest study of interna-

and Support of Education.

tional students in the world.

The James “Rocky” Whalen Sports Library, recently opened in

Taking gold as a Web site

the Frericks Center, houses a half-million dollar collection that

was the interactive edi-

includes 620 sports books and more than 1,700 college football

tion of the 2008 President’s

programs dating back to 1891. The collection was donated

Report. The work of the

to the University of Dayton by the family of Whalen ’47, who

media relations staff won a

died in 2007. The library, funded by a gift from James Whalen

bronze award for best prac-

Jr. and his wife, Tami, serves also as a seminar room for the
department of health and sport science.

tices

in

Christian Service Award

Distinguished Alumnus Award

Joe Belle Memorial Award

Special Achievement Award

For living out the Marianist
ideals in today’s society

For national or international
achievements

For volunteer service to students
and early career achievement

For distinction in professional
or civic activities

Timothy M. Harris ’79

Col. Gordon R. Roberts ’74

Thomas J. Dharte ’05

Wayne D. Lancaster ’69

The Indianapolis business
community knows chemical
engineering graduate Timothy Harris for the chemical
company he started in 1994.
In the next 14 years, he grew
the business to more than
$100 million in annual sales.
But he’s even more widely
known for the other hats he
wears — as a founder and
pastor at Turning Point Family Worship Center in Indianapolis; as founder of TM
Youth Camp in Zanesville,
Ohio, in 1980; and as founder
of the TM Youth Development Foundation, providing
life skills, counseling, tutoring and other services for
children and young adults.
Harris built the not-for-profit
church and youth center with
a substantial investment of
his own money to help young
people maximize their potential through Christ.

Col. Gordon Roberts came to the University of Dayton in 1971 with a new car,
four years of service in Vietnam, a full
scholarship and a promise of anonymity.
He’d just received the Medal of Honor,
the highest award for valor in action that
can be bestowed upon anyone in the
armed services of the United States. After quietly earning a degree in sociology,
he spent 18 years as a social worker, a
juvenile court administrator, probation
officer and youth treatment center director. In 1989, he came back to the Army,
first in the National Guard and then on
active duty in 1991. He led a battalion in
Iraq and served out assignments in the
United States, Haiti, Korea and Kuwait.
In 2008, he took command of the medical center brigade of Walter Reed Army
Medical Center in Washington, D.C. Today, he’s the only recipient of the Medal
of Honor still serving on active duty.

Finance and accounting graduate Tom Dharte devoted all four
years of college to the University’s Davis Center for Portfolio
Management. All four years
since, he’s been just as devoted
to the University’s students.
Working with alumni relations
staff and the president of the
National Alumni Association
board, he helped launch the Select Internship Program to place
UD finance, accounting and law
students in prime internships
in New York City, Chicago and
other major cities. To further
support the program, he came
up with an idea to start an endowment to provide housing
assistance to interns in the program. Then he proposed that
his employer, BlackRock Private
Equity Partners, make UD one
of its top recruiting sites and
include UD in its annual portfolio competition. BlackRock did
both. Dharte continues to be active in the leadership of the Davis Center Alumni Association.

Wayne Lancaster is a leading researcher who made
important discoveries linking
various human papilloma viruses to cervical cancer — a
disease that kills half a million
women each year. The research has led to widespread
education and prevention efforts and the development of
a vaccination that prevents
HPV viruses that cause most
incidences of cervical cancer.
He’s spoken around the world
on the subject; holds seven
U.S. and international patents; has received more than
$5 million in research funding; and has published
hundreds of papers and
abstracts.
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communications

and marketing. The University of Dayton Magazine

VIDEO

School of Law celebrates
If you haven’t seen the University’s new 30-second commercial,
check it (and other UD videos)
out under “Uploads” at http://
w w w. y o u t u b e . c o m / u n i v e r s i t y
ofdayton.

The School of Law had 35 years of milestones to celebrate at its
anniversary gala this fall. Recent statistics reinforce reasons to celebrate. Job placement for the most recent graduation class rose whereas
nationally placement figures contracted. Of grads taking the July bar
exam for the first time, 92 percent passed — tying the school for second

won a gold award for general excellence. Matthew
Dewald’s first-issue cover
story (above) on students
serving in Cameroon took
gold for feature writing.

in the state. Among all test takers, the school tied for first.
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE
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Only NCAA Division I program to win five fall championships – Dayton
n Outscoring (3-0) and
outshooting (36-2) Xavier, the
University of Dayton WOMEN’S
SOCCER team — joined by
nearly 1,000 fans — celebrated
Halloween by clinching the A-10
regular season title.
n The women’s soccer team won
its sixth (a league high) Atlantic 10
Tournament Championship.
n Advancing to the second round
of the NCAA Women’s Soccer
Tournament, the Flyers finished
their season 16-1-6. The team

was the first in the history of
the program to go through the
regular season unbeaten.
n Senior Mandi Bäck became
the first UD women’s soccer
player to be named a First
Team National Soccer Coaches
Association of America AllAmerica selection.
n The WOMEN’S CROSS
COUNTRY team, led by A-10
Coach of the Year Ann Alyanak,
won its first-ever Atlantic 10
Conference Championship.

n In MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY,
junior Chris Lemon won the individual title at the Atlantic 10 Conference Championships. The team’s
third-place finish was its best ever
in 29 years of competition.
n MEN’S SOCCER (14-5-1
overall; 8-1 conference regular
season) won the A-10 regular
season title under A-10 Coach of
the Year Dennis Courier.
n The WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL
team took the regular season A-10
title with a 14-1 record.

n Overcoming an 0-2 deficit, the
women’s volleyball team defeated
Saint Louis to win its fifth Atlantic
10 Conference Championship in
the past seven years.
n Advancing to the second
round of the NCAA Volleyball
Tournament, the Flyers finished
their season 30-4.
n All the Flyer volleyball starters
return next year, including junior
Lindsay Fletemier, a 2009 American
Volleyball Coaches Association’s
Third Team All-America selection.

P H O T O G R A P H S BY E R I K S C H E L K U N / E L S E S TA R I M AG E S
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n The FOOTBALL team (9-2
overall; 7-1 in the Pioneer
Football League) tied Butler for
first place in the PFL. In 17
years in the league, Dayton has
had at least a share of first

place 10 times.
n University of Dayton senior
James Vercammen, who played
the hybrid linebacker/safety
position known as “Flyer,” was

named a Second Team Football
Championship Subdivision AllAmerican by The Sports Network.
He was the only player from the
Pioneer Football League named a
Sports Network All-American.
Left: Mandi
Bäck
Center: James
Vercammen
(No. 38)

Footnote: Of the 12 Dayton
teams that compete in A-10
sponsored sports, a 100
PERCENT GRADUATION
RATE — according to the latest
NCAA report — was posted by
nine: men’s and women’s cross
country (indoor and outdoor),
men’s golf, men’s and women’s
tennis, women’s basketball,
women’s track and field (indoor
and outdoor) and volleyball.
Men’s basketball, with a
91 percent graduation rate,
topped the A-10.

Right: Chris
Lemon (at left)
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‘When you drive on that property, you’re
17
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going to know it’s the University of Dayton.’
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TRAVELOGUE

A BOLD
LEAP
With the purchase of the former NCR world headquarters
building, UD’s campus is now 373 acres and full of
possibilities for academics, research and alumni.

20

I

BY JAMES HANNAH
PHOTOGRAPHS BY ANDY SNOW

t’s actually an island.

Circled by a lagoon that draws as many

as 1,000 Canada geese, the towering red

tile/smoky glass building and surrounding
grounds put the NCR stamp on this community.

But the former world headquarters — or

“WHQ” as it was known by employees of the

school.

“We believe this is the first time a univer-

sity has ever bought a Fortune 500 headquar-

ters,” Curran said. “This is a bold move for a
private, Catholic university.”

At a time when the sputtering economy

is forcing plant closings and layoffs in the re-

under new ownership.

dose of confidence into the community and

The University of Dayton purchased the

115-acre property in December for $18 million,

gion, that bold stroke injects a badly needed
demonstrates the vitality of UD.

The University’s payroll, benefits, operat-

buoying the spirits of the community as NCR

ing, capital and other direct expenditures to-

ton and moving its operations to Georgia.

effect, and UD’s economic impact soars to

was all-but terminating its 125-year tie to DayThe move gives UD a grand stage for re-

search, alumni relations and graduate educa-

taled $359.7 million in 2009. Fold in the ripple
$697.2 million.

“I would argue that the University of Day-

tion. And it pumps more endorphins into the

ton is much like a Fortune 500 company itself,”

community development, neighborhood revi-

brings in a lot of resources in terms of research

bloodstream of the University, which counts

talization and giving an early college launch
to urban high schoolers among its missions.

WINTER 2010

UD President Daniel J. Curran calls it a

historic and transformative moment for the

company that gave birth to the cash register
and grew into a titan among ATM makers — is
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said state Sen. Jon Husted, R-Kettering. “It
dollars, student tuition from outside the state
and across the state. It helps drive both the
WINTER 2010
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Da niel J. Cu r r a n
president

Mickey McCabe
v ic e p r e si de n t f or r e se a rch

22
Dayton area and this state’s economy.”

Linda Berning ’82, president of the Univer-

and tie the river to undergraduate learning and

said the building will be a landmark location

“It’s going to enhance our image of being

That economic engine will be even more

sity of Dayton National Alumni Association,

headquarters beginning this fall. Perhaps most

for UD’s 100,000 alumni. She said universi-

a riverfront campus to the Dayton community

alumni financial support.

coordinator. “I think there is an aesthetic ap-

visible when UD moves into the former NCR

importantly, the five-story, 455,127-squarefoot building will provide a high-profile home

for the University of Dayton Research Insti-

ties with alumni centers usually see a surge in

“It will build even more enthusiasm,”

tute, the school’s research arm.

Berning said. “The University of Dayton is al-

than 400 people and conducts almost $100 mil-

our alumni front porch.”

The 53-year-old institute employs more

lion in sponsored research annually — on everything from materials for bone implants to

spaceship heat shields. It was recently awarded its largest contract in history — $49.5 million to develop advanced jet fuels and combustion technologies for the Air Force.

ways known for its front porches. I see this as

T

he NCR property includes Old River
Park, designed by the same man
who helped midwife New York City’s

Central Park. A lagoon, paddleboats,

walking paths and even oversized

The NCR building will also supply class-

checkerboards populate the 45-acre Dayton

graduate enrollment climbed 11 percent — a

an environmental lab for students and profes-

room space for graduate students. Last fall,
12-year high for fall semester enrollment.
About 3,000 graduate students are currently

research at UD.

and our students,” said Leslie King, institute
peal to that.”

Inside the headquarters building, Weep-

ing Fig trees sprout from massive planters that

soak up the sun and flourish in a greenhouselike section of the structure. An oil painting of

a Wright brothers’ flight hangs on one wall;

T

he building will both enable the re-

among all universities, UD is second in spon-

ing beacon on the hill over there on the NCR
property,” he said. “And it will become more

Montgomery County Commissioner Dan Foley.

and executive director of UDRI, acknowledges

About 260 of the institute’s 415 work-

dents scratching their heads.

ers — who are currently housed at

that the institute can leave many local resi-

“If you go to the person on the street corner,

go to Seattle and talk to Boeing, they know.

The property features offices, classrooms,

area buildings — will move in over the next
Labs for the School of Engineering to expand

and provide room for a program that sends stu-

tary, civilian and contract workers and has an

Arena and the river.

identity on campus that goes along with the

ing a renaissance in government-funded re-

ly, we don’t have the space to accommodate

at UDRI has nearly tripled, jumping from

er, protect and preserve local water resources,

nations represented.

attention to the school’s Rivers Institute. The
in an effort to build community around the riv-

At the building’s entrance, 29 flags stand

Great Britain, France and Italy are among the

building purchase. “We don’t have a physical
reputation that we’ve gained. More importantgrowth that we’ve been experiencing.”

Husted said the research institute tends to

“They are helping us attract international

Establishing a stronger physical presence will

enigma — they know only parts of what we do.

land, director of the institute, said of the NCR

vistas of the Dayton skyline, Carillon Park, UD

terials.

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, an economic

And the building’s upper floors offer sweeping

The property is also within a stone’s throw

around aerospace, sensors and advanced ma-

But to the people in Dayton, UDRI is still an

sors.

“This is incredibly significant,” John Le-

Foley says UDRI is central to Dayton’s ef-

forts to establish a relationship with Israel

economic-development attention,” he said.

an auditorium, a multimedia room, a cafete-

ria, outdoor patio and 1,600 parking spaces.

economy and our economy in the future,” said

is,” McCabe said. “Interestingly enough, if you

park, a portion of which may be used by UD as

dents to developing countries.

“If more people were aware of what UDRI

Mickey McCabe, vice president of research

search institute to show its plumage
to the world as well as to stretch out.

sored materials research.

does, they would feel a lot better about our

energy.”

help people understand who we are and how we
benefit the community.”

UDRI was born just after World War II, rid-

UDRI also works closely with researchers at

juggernaut. The base employs 25,000 miliannual payroll of $1.8 billion. The base spends

$1.47 billion yearly and has created 30,000 indirect jobs.

Robert Bernhard, vice president for re-

search. In the past decade, sponsored research

search at the University of Notre Dame, said

$37.1 million to a record $96.5 million last year.

intersects with the Air Force.

The National Science Foundation ranks UD

23

engineering research and development. And

attractive. It will create a buzz. It will create

three years. That will free up space in Kettering

NCR.)

in a semicircle, snapping in the wind. Japan,

WINTER 2010

said.

“Now it will be set apart as sort of this shin-

es (although the Remingtons will leave with

artist Frederic Remington peer from glass cas-

institute brings students and others together
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national force in education and research,” he

institute

as the No. 1 Catholic university for sponsored

things that occur on campus.

they don’t have a strong sense about what UDRI

ly visible alumni leadership center, where the
events and lifelong learning programs.

“We are and will continue to be an inter-

John Leland
di r e ctor, r e se a rch

get “lost in the crowd” among the other good

Kettering Laboratories and two other campus-

of the Great Miami River and could bring more

University will host chapter meetings, alumni

message.

a lu m n i a s s o c i at ion

bronze statues by noted Old American West

enrolled at UD, and future growth is projected.

In addition, the building will house a high-

Curran says the flags will stay when UD

begins occupying the building — to send a

Linda Berning
p r e s i d e n t, n at i o n a l

UDRI’s research is especially strong where it
“In some of those areas, they are world

WINTER 2010
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Many of the technologies developed by

UDRI’s

partnership

with

have civilian applications.

Wright-Patterson

The jet fuels being developed — which in-

clude biofuels from renewable energy sourc-

es and those that will produce fewer carbon
emissions — will be used for diesel fuels in

the trucking industry and then likely for automobile use. And a solid-state lithium-air bat-

tery has potential for use in electric cars, cell
phones and laptop computers.

E

ric Fingerhut, chancellor of the Ohio

Board of Regents, said December’s

announcement about the headquarters purchase got global attention.

“UD and UDRI are not just an

asset to Dayton. They are an asset to the state of
Ohio. They are an asset to this entire nation,”

Fingerhut said. “UD and UDRI are fast gaining
a reputation as a global leader in research and

ported 87 percent of incubated companies that

Location, location, location: Looking north,
with the former NCR world headquarters in
the foreground, one can see — across the
top of this photo, from left to right — the
corner of the UD Arena parking lot, the Great
Miami River spanned by the new Stewart
Street Bridge, downtown Dayton, Miami Valley
Hospital and, at the far right, College Park
Center, Keller Hall, Roesch Library and Albert
Emanuel Hall.

still in business. And incubators reported that

n

to 1,100 in 2006, according to the association.

A 1997 study conducted in part by the

association showed that an average of 84

percent of firms that graduate from incubators

stay

in

their

communities.

Business incubation programs also produce
graduate firms with high survival rates. A refulfilled program graduation requirements are

their firms created 702 direct and spinoff jobs
in their communities on average.

UDRI helped start eight businesses that

are still operating today. And it even added 35
workers to its own staff last year.

“It’s not fuzzy stuff. It’s real, tangible

economic-development

work,”

said

Foley.

“They’re playing a pretty critical role. They’re

helping companies not only start, but improve,
and helping them along the way.”

Louis Luedtke, founder and CEO of Berry-

innovation.”

Hill Partners, a consulting business for smaller

ment programs for the Dayton Development

the Dayton community would benefit from a

Michael Gessel, vice president of govern-

Coalition, said high-tech com-

24

cubators in North America grew from 497 in 1995

panies thinking of locating in
Dayton or establishing a pres-

ence in the area often look for
a community of scientists and

engineers that can support

their work. The more visible
UDRI is, the better.

“The greater its recogni-

tion, the broader its research
capability, the more power it
will have to support business

recruitment,” said Gessel, who

works out of the coalition’s
Washington, D.C. office.

Linda Knopp, spokeswom-

an for the National Business

‘The greater
its recognition,
the broader
its research
capability, the
more power
it will have
to support
business
recruitment.’

Incubation Association, said it

is important for a university’s research efforts
to have a high public profile.

“If they don’t have the brand and are not

known, it’s hard to get that research out into
the marketplace,” Knopp said.

UD and other universities around the na-

tion have become strong components of business incubators, which nourish start-up companies by providing them with office space,
equipment and expertise.

Knopp said incubators are a way for uni-

versities to help faculty members and students

commercialize technologies as well as create
jobs and businesses. The number of business inUNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE

companies seeking technology funding, said
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higher profile and expanded
research at the institute.

“UDRI could actually re-

cruit more people to do the
work, and there would be a

bigger base,” Luedtke said. “It
would expand the research topics so there would be greater

Room to grow: The recently purchased building
contains 455,000 square feet. College Park
Center, part of a 2005 purchase from NCR, has
460,000. By comparison, Marycrest Residence
Complex comprises 167,000 square feet.
n
Attracting notice: The acquisition garnered
coverage from The New York Times to the
Catholic News Service. An estimated 1,000
online media outlets picked up the print
stories. And it gave The Wall Street Journal
something to tweet about.
The Chronicle of Higher Education reported
that “NCR made the deal easy for the
university. The company is providing the
financing, which Dayton will pay back over
seven years out of its annual operating
surpluses.” And the Chronicle put the story in a
national context: “Expansion in mind, colleges
snap up real estate in a buyers market.”
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potential for startup companies to come out of that research.”

That could lead to high-

allowed various disciplines — separated by ge-

clude maintaining the buildings and providing

housing and an adrenaline

“Exciting things happen at the margins of

“It means there is a certain risk-taking in-

paying jobs, a boost in new

ography and space constraints — to rub elbows.

rush for the area’s entertain-

the traditional disciplines,” Donoghue said.

work, he said.

$108 million for Pfizer’s 30-building, 173-acre

comes to universities taking advantage of va-

is turning the site — which has 2 million square

ment industry and social netUD is not alone when it

cant commercial property.

I

PERFECT PERSPECTIVES AERIAL.COM

class,” he said.

n 2007, Yale University acquired 136 acres

and 20 buildings from a former Bayer

Last year, the University of Michigan spent

be a valuable asset.”

Joe Jankowski, associate vice president,

to commercialize technologies developed from
university research. The park is expected to
serve a variety of businesses.

park, agrees that universities are becoming

“Without a doubt,” said Jankowski, a 1993

development, as many major corporations are

ter. Up to 3,000 jobs are expected to be generated
at the site over the next 10 years.

Marvin Parnes, Michigan’s assistant vice

serve University in Cleveland, says universities
their communities.

graduate of UD. “They’re getting better at it.”

Case Western does about $325 million in re-

search from one location to another doesn’t

search a year, three-quarters of it biomedical

“We’re trying to think of this site as a way

of Health. Since 2002, the university has spun

and bioscience work for the National Institutes

molecules. There are also plans to build partner-

to make this a more attractive place for research

and pharmaceutical research.

challenge is can you generate new activity?”

Dame, which in fiscal 2008 did $97.1 million in

chase involves significant start-up costs that in-

Notre Dame includes projects on infectious dis-

Michael Donoghue, vice president for Yale’s

ity on 12 acres in South Bend, Ind., designed

are increasingly becoming economic engines in

guarantee there will be a net gain of research.

West Campus development, said the move has

opened Innovation Park, a $17 million facil-

feet of office and lab space — into a research cen-

searchers and support staff that conduct

ships with industry, pursuing nanotechnology

In October, the University of Notre Dame

technology management at Case Western Re-

president for research, said simply moving re-

research into genomes, cell biology and small

volved,” he said. “But the expectation is it will

eases, invasive species and nanoelectronics.

former complex in Ann Arbor, Mich. The school

HealthCare property at a cost of $109 million. The site now houses 100 faculty, re-

security.

and entrepreneurial activity,” he said. “The
Parnes acknowledged that such a big pur-

off 27 companies.

David Brenner, president and CEO of the

increasingly important partners in product
scaling back on R&D. Universities with their
“critical mass of smart people” are well posi-

tioned to accelerate new ideas emerging from
research and moving into the marketplace, he
said.

“Universities can assemble teams and

UD’s research spending rivals that of Notre

disassemble teams very quickly,” said Notre

research expenditures. Noteworthy research at

on the doors and find the right people and ask

Dame’s Bernhard. “All we have to do is knock

A

dministrators say keeping researchers under one roof will enhance creativity, innovation and the chances
of making a breakthrough.

“When creative people have an

idea and they need someone to bounce it off of,

it’s been found that the sooner they can do that
the better the chance of them running with

that idea and turning it into something,” UD’s
Leland says. “If they have to make an appoint-

ment, get in their car, the idea gets lost before
they have a chance to solidify it.”
Bernhard agrees.

“Face-to-face communication, when you’re

doing innovation, is a piece of it,” he said. “We

find there is a lot of stuff that happens during
a coffee break.”

Some of the research at UDRI is done by stu-

dents or recent graduates. They bring natural

See LEAP, Page 40

them to join the team.”
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TRAFFICKING
WITH THE
DEVIL
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At 15 years old, Theresa Flores ’07 became, literally, a
modern-day slave when an organized crime syndicate sold the
teenager’s body over and over for two years. Twenty-five years
later, she’s adding her voice to a new anti-slavery movement.
BY THERESA FLORES ’07
PHOTOGRAPHS BY ANDY SNOW

Left, Theresa Flores at Gracehaven House, which is undergoing renovation
for a planned summer 2010 opening.
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second leading crime in the world. I was imme-

date. Even my friends said it was not a good

older cousins, who confronted me with the

years that I was the only one. I knew, at that

old, and I had a crush on him. One day, he of-

broken and crushed from the rape, and now

diately devastated, for I had thought all these
moment, that it was my destiny to be at the
conference and time to fully heal.

After that day, I began my journey of speak-

ing out and sharing my horrific story with any-

I had thought all these years that I was the only one.

I

idea to associate with him. But I was 15 years
fered me a ride home from school. I accepted,

as any teenager would do. That simple decision
changed my life forever.

I ignored the red flags when he turned the

one willing to hear it. Because no one saved me.

wrong way out of the school parking lot and

was happening to a kid like me?

invited me in “for a moment.” I ignored my gut

And honestly, who would have thought this

Yes, a kid like me. I had a typical
family with two parents and three younger
brothers. We lived in an affluent suburb of Detroit, in a home with four bedrooms and five

again when he pulled into his driveway and

pictures soon after my attack. I was already
they told me they would share the pictures

with my family, my priest, my classmates,
with anyone, unless I “earned” them back.

They threatened me and my family, forcing

me into a life of servitude and debt bondage I
could hardly imagine.

instinct and convinced myself that everything

Over the next two years, I was

Inside, he offered me a soda to drink. I ac-

part-time job, babysitting for friends or walk-

would be OK.

watched everywhere I went, whether at my

cepted it. I discovered later the drink was laced

ing to and from school. This was the arrange-

with a drug. That afternoon in what I thought

ment: They would summon me at any hour,

was born in Akron
Ohio to a normal
Irish, Catholic fam-

ily. I grew up in what
most people would

consider a privileged
family. I was expected to attend college;

it wasn’t a matter of
if but where. Over

28
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the years, I earned a
bachelor’s degree at
Ball State University
and a master’s in
counseling

educa-

tion at the University of Dayton.
However,

none

of those privileges,
expectations
abilities

immune.

made

and
me

I never knew the

name for what hap-

pened to me. There

wasn’t a word for it.

In our society, we require a label for everything:
our race, the part of town we live in, our hobbies
and interests, our mental states of being. For 23

All that week, I kept thinking of the up-

the State Trooper’s Training Academy in Co-

bathrooms. I was a comfortable teenage girl

was a big empty house, this young man raped

on any day, and I had to appear. Sometimes

upon my heart. The night before, I told my chil-

in the field talk about human trafficking and

room. I wasn’t abused, I didn’t do drugs and I

Catholic virgin, a suburban teen committed

ter school. Some nights, while my family slept

years, I felt I could not fully heal until I knew

coming conference, and it weighed heavily

I was a bilingual social worker in my early

dren that everyone had to go to school the next

what to call what happened to me.

40s when one day a co-worker asked whether I
could attend a conference in her place.

“Theresa, I signed up for this and the agency

paid for it but I can’t attend,” she said. “I have a
feeling you need to go to this.”

I looked at the paper she handed me. At the

top of it were the words “human trafficking.” It
looked interesting, so I agreed.
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE
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day because I had a very important meeting I

could not miss. Sure enough, my 8-year-old son

came to me the next morning and said he
didn’t feel well.

“Too bad,” I said. “You have to go to school.

You will be fine.”

Feeling a little guilty, I drove to the confer-

ence and sat down in the large auditorium at

lumbus, Ohio. I listened intently to an expert

read on the large overhead screen that modernday slavery is essentially when one person uses

manipulation, threats or blackmail to make

another person perform a sex act in which the
first person benefits financially. Within five

minutes of being there that morning, I knew
why I was supposed to be there. I finally had
my words.

He explained that human trafficking is the

with nice clothes and my own phone line in my
wasn’t a runaway. Yet, I was vulnerable and
targeted. We moved frequently because of my

father’s executive job. And while it was always
an adventure, we never had any extended fam-

ily around, no supports and were always the
new kids. There wasn’t anyone to say, “Hey,
Theresa is acting different.”

At my new school, I developed a crush on

a boy whom my parents had forbidden me to

me. I was devastated. Here I was, a 15-year-old

to saving sexuality for marriage. As devastating as that was, it would pale in comparison

with what I was about to endure for the next
two years.

Little did I know that this boy’s family had

strong organized crime connections, and the

rape was only the first step of a broader plan
they had for me.

My rape was photographed by the boy’s

they took me out of class or picked me up afbehind closed bedroom doors, they called my
private phone line and told me they were on the
way to pick me up. I was told that I would die

if I told anyone and that they would kill my
family if I refused. I was terrified. Saying no
was not an option.

Over and over, I was delivered to very nice

homes where men waited for me. I never knew

how long I would be gone, where I was or even
WINTER 2010
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if I would ever see my home again. All I knew

in a small, musty motel room, the only female

mare stopped only when another job trans-

city in the entire United States for this crime.

with me.

I was, now 16 years old, not sure whether I was

family. It was a miracle that it happened be-

not many options for these children. These

home one night. People have no idea that this

dress the psychological manipulation that

was I couldn’t escape until they were finished
To them, I was a nameless commodity, a

service more profitable than drug-dealing.
One night, after being used repeatedly, a

and surrounded by two dozen older men. Here

going to leave here alive. It is a feeling no child
should ever have to know.

My trafficker, who had been one of the

well-dressed, older man came into the room.

men in the car, spoke up.

brutes.

well done within our organization,” he said,

He looked out of place among the typical
“What’s your name?” he asked.

I knew better than to answer, having made

that mistake before, so I remained silent. The
gentleman turned and asked the trafficker,

“Gentlemen, here is your reward for a job

gesturing toward me. “Here is an incentive to

fer for my father meant another move for my
fore the traffickers simply didn’t return me
is an epidemic problem in our very own country. I have made it my mission to educate oth-

ers on this issue, to tell them that slavery is
alive and in their own backyards.

Yet, people have a difficult time with the

others of you. If you work hard enough, this is

word “slavery.” The definition of slavery is

That night, I was auctioned off to the high-

son. If we don’t see the invisible chains and

what you can have.”

when a person has control over another per-

I am involved in opening a new shelter in Ohio that will provide a safe place
for a small handful of these young victims. … It will be not only the fourth
shelter opening in the country, but it will also be the first faith-based home.
“What’s her name?”

est bidder and passed around the room. Many

the psychological bondage, we tend not to be-

plied, “What does it matter? She has no name.”

I awoke all alone and in pain. I couldn’t find

Arrests of teenagers trafficked into pros-

The man in charge looked disgusted and reThe clean-cut man turned his saddened,

pity-filled eyes to me. Then he walked out of

30

the room.

No one saved me during this time.
No one offered me any help. No one said,

“Theresa, I feel as if something is wrong. Can
I help you?”

hours later, after passing out from the torture,

my clothes, and had no shoes, no identification, no money. I had no idea

HUMAN TRAFFICKING
DEFINED

despair that many adults will nev-

“Severe forms of trafficking in persons” is defined
by the U.S. Department of
Justice as: “(a) sex trafficking in which a commercial sex act is induced
by force, fraud or coercion
or in which the person induced to perform such an
act is under 18; or 2) the
recruitment, harboring,
transportation, provision
or obtaining of a person
for labor or services,
through the use of force,
fraud or coercion, for the
purpose of subjecting
that person to involuntary
servitude, peonage, debt
bondage, or slavery.”

and “prostitute” should never be

do. I was in a place of the deepest

er even know. And I had nowhere
to turn.

The only person who helped

would have looked down on. A waitress in a

motel’s 24-hour restaurant. On

It was the most horrible night of my life.

Normally when I was called “into service,” the
same car and driver would pick me up. However on this night, something felt different.
While I waited, as usual, at around midnight

for the car on the street behind my house, the
hairs on my arms rose up and I got a sense of

dread. When this happens to most people,

perhaps while walking at night or in a park-

trafficked was the waitress in the
a night where I, as a child, came

face-to-face with the devil himself and managed to live through

hell, this angel came to me to help

deliver me safely to my home.
She saw the red flags and noticed

this young girl with no shoes and

in severe shock who looked out of
place.

She simply asked what no one

ing garage, they can run, scream or call 9-1-1.

had ever asked me: “Can I help

When the familiar car pulled up, I saw

She offered me a dime to call

I didn’t have that option.

is arrested for prostitution, we
need to speak out about this

me the entire two years of being

dingy, inner-city, 24-hour restaurant.

titution are one example. When a 16-year-old

where I was or what I was going to

Except one person. The most unlikely per-

son reached out to me. A person I normally

lieve it.

you, honey?”

oxymoron. The words “teen”
used together. Ever. What child
would ever want to do this vol-

untarily? By definition, anyone
under 18 years of age involved
in prostitution is a victim of hu-

man trafficking. Yet our society
is not protecting the human
rights of children when they are

routinely arrested and jailed for
prostitution. All the while, the

300,000

American children are at risk of
being sexually exploited right
here in the U.S. And in the time
it takes you to read this article,

children being sexually trafficked, just as I
in cities like New York, Los Angeles and Las Ve-

broken-down cars in front of the room doors. I

Looking back, I can see all the red

who were forced into prostitution than from

rooms. I can’t explain the feeling I had being

something and reached out to help. My night-

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE
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country to serve American children who have
been trafficked. They are located at three residential facilities in Los Angeles, Atlanta and

New York City. The problem of trafficking,
however, isn’t limited to those cities.

I am involved in opening a new shelter in

Ohio that will provide a safe place for a small

handful of these young victims. It will offer
them a chance to heal and an opportunity
to be a kid again. Gracehaven (http://grace
havenhouse.org) will be a long-term, thera-

peutic, residential group home that houses
10 girls under the age of 18. It will be not only

the fourth shelter opening in the country,
but it will also be the first faith-based home.

We at Gracehaven believe that a strong spiritual component is essential to the healing

process. Mind, body and soul must be treated
in order for the person to become fully rehabilitated from this horror. We will offer

educational assistance, life skills training,
medical care and ongoing counseling. Ad-

ditionally, Gracehaven is currently training
therapeutic foster families to provide anoth-

er option for a trafficked child, so that when
our home is at capacity, there will still be
alternatives available to them.

place like Gracehaven didn’t exist, and I had

Approximately

gas, but you might be surprised to learn that

flags, all the times people could have suspected

rently, there are only 39 beds in the entire

to listen to my story and no one understood. A

me home.

was dragged from the car and into one of the

no other alternatives, no other options. Cur-

our own country?

was. We may think that this is a problem only

never with my own eyes. It was smelly and had

ficked children are runaway youth who have

aged to heal. For many years, no one wanted

my parents, most likely subjecting them to a

I had only seen motels like this on television,

ming a victim of a cult. Many of these traf-

Why do we not see this here in

drove me very far from home. We arrived at

death threat, she called the police, who took

peutic interventions similar to deprogram-

People often ask how I’ve man-

the FBI confirms there are 100,000 American

some dirty, nasty motel in downtown Detroit.

traffickers impose on their minds and thera-

real perpetrator and a pedophile.

my parents on the pay phone in the lobby. And
when I couldn’t muster the strength to call

young victims need specialized care to ad-

“john” is let go. But he is the

there were six men inside instead of the usual
single driver. They pulled me into the car and

Unfortunately, once rescued, there are

the FBI has rescued more children from Ohio
any other state in the U.S. They have also identified Toledo, Ohio, as the No. 1 recruitment

nowhere to turn, so at some points I stopped

trying. But I desperately needed to release
the trauma. The only thing I could do was to

keep a journal and write. When I was done
writing, I shoved it away deep down inside

and tried to resume a “normal” life. I tried
not to think about it, but it always seeped

through as I slept. I became determined to
get a counseling degree so I could help save

other high school girls, so they would have
someone to listen and see the red flags. All I

ever wanted was to be a wife, a mother and

See TRAFFICKING, Page 40

FOR SALE: GOD’S CHILDREN

UD fighting evil of human trafficking

“Human trafficking,” said Mark Ensalaco, director of UD’s human rights program, “is the modern
name of an ancient evil: slavery.”
It is an evil the University is actively engaged in fighting. Ensalaco made his statement at the
opening of the Dayton Human Trafficking Accords Conference Nov. 9-10. The conference brought
victims of human trafficking, their advocates and law enforcement officials to UD’s campus for
presentations and working sessions about this highly profitable and growing crime.
Among the speakers was
Benjamin Skinner, author of A
Crime So Monstrous. A short
airplane flight from his Brooklyn
home, he negotiated the purchase
of a 12-year-old girl in Haiti. The
asking price was $100. He got it
down to $50.
Theresa Flores ’07 told
a hushed crowd of several
hundred in Kennedy Union of the
experiences she describes in this
article. Her message to students
that day was simple: If it could
happen to me, it could happen to
Claire Renzetti and Mark Ensalaco
anyone.
That message was reinforced by Celia Williamson, chair of the Lucas County (Ohio) Human
Trafficking Coalition. “I am disturbed, emotionally and spiritually disturbed,” Williamson said. “I
would like you to join me in this disturbance. We should not be able to sleep well.”
During an invitation-only session, Ohio Attorney General Richard Cordray delivered opening
remarks to law enforcement and victims’ advocates who met to assess current efforts in Ohio to
end human trafficking and assist victims. Though human trafficking violates federal laws, Ohio law
does not address the crime directly.
The two-day conference, organized by Ensalaco, Phil Cenedella ’84 and Claire Renzetti, professor
of sociology, anthropology and social work, put the realities of trafficking in front of hundreds of
students, some of whom traveled to the state capitol in Columbus on Jan. 11, Human Trafficking
Awareness Day, to lobby for proposed legislation to combat human trafficking.
Since November, Renzetti has given two presentations in Washington, D.C., about her research
on developing effective interventions to respond to the needs of trafficking victims. Her audiences
included the Senior Policy Operating Group, Committee on Data and Research, which comprises
representatives from the departments of Defense, Justice, Labor and State. She also was invited by
the National Institute of Justice to be part of a small working group studying the experiences of state,
local and tribal law enforcement when investigating human trafficking.
On campus, UD students have organized a new advocacy group, the New Abolitionists, to
lend their voices to the fight against modern-day slavery. On March 30, the quarterly meeting of
the Coalition of Catholic Organizations Against Human Trafficking will be held on campus. At this
meeting, UD will become only the second university to join the coalition.
The night before, the University of Dayton will honor anti-trafficking efforts when it presents the
Archbishop Oscar Romero Human Rights Award to the Migration and Refugee Services of the United
States Conference of Catholic Bishops. Johnny Young, former U.S. ambassador to the Republic
of Slovenia, will accept the award on the organization’s behalf. Bishop John Wester, chair of the
USCCB Committee on Migration, will give the acceptance speech.
Nationwide, an estimated 17,000 foreign nationals are trafficked into the U.S., and 300,000
American children are at risk of trafficking, according to the organizers of UD’s conference on
human trafficking. An estimated 27 million of God’s children worldwide are subjected to slavery.
WINTER 2010
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Some events happen to stick with us. But at

the moment they occur, we often don’t realize
which ones will be the stuff of memory.

It’s not surprising that in our lives, we may remember clearly getting our first job or the
death of a friend. In sports, of course we remember the great wins, the last-second shots,
the painful defeats.
But often something seemingly small at the time gathers significance with age. Riding
in an old van, kidding with teammates, watching TV in Founders — these take their place
with life’s successes and sports trophies.
We asked some alumni with connections to Flyer sports — whether as players or
journalists or fans — to share favorite sports moments with us. The memories are not all
of Flyer sports. But the people remembering are all Flyers. Their recollections say
something about sports. But they say something also about what it is to be part of a
community, one that calls itself the University of Dayton.
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GAME ON.

AND ON AND ON.
Flyer football coach John
McVay throwing me out
of the coaches’ office after
the football team had a
particularly hard loss was
a valuable experience. [By
Ken Paxson ’73]

of coach they would want to be, citing the

harshly in the Flyer News. After the incident,

future of UD sports. I was able to produce a

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE
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all three before running the San Francisco
49ers for Bill Walsh.

McVay taught it as a real class, as did his

counterpart, Don Donoher, always insisting
that basketball was a simple game.

When I was a senior, Frericks allowed me

right after I got back to the press box, Tom

special section with the group’s conclusions

for a college reporter. And, after the heat of

Basketball Tournament trophy

or pro — words of wisdom from one who did

special access to a committee studying the

things right. What a classy guy, doing that

1955 – University of Kentucky Invitational

plusses and minuses of high school, college

Before the game, I had criticized the team

Frericks appeared. He said he would make

for the Flyer News that beat the local competition in timing and comprehensiveness.

Press row allowed me front row seats

the moment, McVay was just as classy.

for upsets of Notre Dame (one with Red Au-

phys-ed majors (and me) in his Coaching

61-point game for the Irish in the 1970 NCAA

I remember McVay advising the mostly

Football class to think hard about what kind
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erbach sitting next to me), Austin Carr’s
Tournament, Tom Crosswhite’s Flyer Arena-
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LOVE LETTER

record 41-point game in January 1971, and

Adolph Rupp’s last game for Kentucky, a
19-point loss to Florida State in 1972.

But for me the most important moment

was my first big event — the opening game
at the UD Arena on Dec. 5, 1969. No, not

the one in which Pat Murnen hit the first

Flyer basket and my fellow Chicago Catholic Leaguer George Janky had 26 points in a

72-70 victory over Bowling Green. I was

there principally to cover the Flyer freshmen (quaint notion) in the prelim.

We helped fund
travel to basketball
and volleyball
tournaments by
passing the hat at
a men’s basketball
game.

The opponent? I can’t even recall.

Since his UD days, Ken Paxson, associate sports

playoff runs, Olympics, a Bears’ Super Bowl, six

Bulls’ NBA championships and a White Sox World

Linda Sargent Burton, Sandy Gindling Hipp

sports editor at a major Chicago daily.

recipient of amazing sets — as well as Debra

Series title. He is the longest-tenured continuous

and Marianette Akau — from whom I was the
Holloway and her amazing athleticism and

Julie Johnson and Joy Barnett, who with me
played both volleyball and basketball.
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n Our point guard Tammy Stritenberger,

As a freshman on my
first volleyball road trip, I
thought we might be eating after our scrimmage at
Northern Kentucky University. So I borrowed five dollars. [By Ann Meyers ’80]

namic passing and hustle … Carol Lammers

Dreidame told us that the University would

ing over the basketball team my junior year

I was surprised when Coach (Elaine)

be paying for our meals. Coming from a
family of nine children, I thought this was

forced by a knee injury to the bench at the

end of the 1980 basketball season, being an
inspiration to the rest of us.

n Tammy and Beverly Crusoe with the dy-

and Journey Beard with their steady, solid

play … Julie Johnson with her energy — and
Bee Gees’ tapes.

n Elaine Dreidame coaching both the

volleyball and basketball teams until turnto Maryalyce Jeremiah.

I remember walking into the athletics

unexpected, but great.

office and everyone was nice. When I visited

UD Arena. My guess is the heat was turned

questions and feel that the coaches listened.

Practices at home began in a very cold

on when we started practice; by the time

the coaches’ offices, I could sit down, ask
I remember the hard work and dedica-

we finished, the building was warm. To

tion of all those with whom I played. But I

up sweats with money we saved out of our

UD women athletes and visionaries who,

combat the cold, we bought practice warm-

meal money. The school provided our regu-

lar warm-ups, which we turned back in at
the end of the season. We helped fund travel
to basketball and volleyball tournaments by

also have deep gratitude to those numerous

later I realized probably no one else fell in.

n My teachers, especially my calculus

professor, Ralph Steinlage.
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE
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Thirty years after graduating, I’m still

the matchup of Dayton and sophomore sen-

hooked. And those blogs on the Internet

more Wes Unseld.

ous message boards are a huge part of what

I just assailed? Well, those and the vari-

sation Don May against Louisville and sopho-

keeps me connected. UDPride.com, Flyer-

Hoops.net, The Blackburn Report … the list

Athletics for Women Division II National Champi-

a basketball Flyer, man or woman. She now teaches
mathematics at Dayton’s Chaminade-Julienne High
School.

And Mr. Donoher was and is one of the
By the way, when I left the DDN for a

another grand gesture. This gracious hall
party, this time bearing gifts from his stint
helping Bobby Knight bring home basketball

gold from the Olympics. We got to talk pri-

vately that day, and I hope I made clear just
how much his kindness meant to me.

Mr. Donoher is a part of the fabric of our

university, and I’m blessed he gave me this

goes on and on. And kudos to the U, too, for

tiny thread of an anecdote to share.

that, thanks to streaming video, gives die-

I now work online, directing multimedia at

say, 260 miles away in Pittsburgh.

Web site. We still adhere to standards of ob-

and interview Jack Dempsey, Joe Louis, Jackie

act of simple decency. And as so many hoops

fortable with the information explosion on

Owens, Johnny Unitas, Henry Aaron, Paul

center.

rate news from rumor and innuendo.

Harwell, Mickey Mantle and every Baltimore

News in the 1980s, a couple of columnists/col-

is fact — the unvarnished truth. Swear.

I was able to develop a friendship with the

30th birthday present. Mickey Davis and

Coach. He’s a saint.

field, Brooks Robinson.

Flyers and quietly talked Mr. Donoher —

jan, ticketmaster Jack Brown, who played

To bring this full circle, I should say that

with the Dayton Triangles in the 1920s, foot-

DaytonFlyers.com. It’s a first-rate Web site

as Si Burick, Dick Bray and Lefty McFadden.

hards like me a chance to watch games from,

post-gazette.com, the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette’s

What sealed my passion, however, is an

jectivity, of course, but I’ve grown more com-

stories do, this one has Don Donoher at the

the ’Net and trust that most people can sepa-

ball coach John McVay, and media types such
UD was a great springboard to a career that

soon would give me the opportunity to meet
Robinson, Ted Williams, Joe DiMaggio, Jesse

When I was working at the Dayton Daily

Brown, Reggie Jackson, Gordie Howe, Ernie
Oriole and Colt going back a half century. And

leagues decided to give me an unforgettable

most gracious athlete I ever met, on or off the

Jim Zofkie had taken note of my love of the

The most emotional on-air experience

for me was trying to describe “Thanks Brooks

Day” in September 1977 as the 16-Gold-Glove

winner bade farewell after 23 years in an Oriole uniform. On the spur of the moment dur-

But don’t ever ask me to be objective about
You read it here first.
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Before moving into the world of multimedia in

and it will ALWAYS be “Mr.” in my book —

2007, Allan Walton worked as a sports writer, general

I had no idea anything was out of the ordi-

three Ohio newspapers before settling in at the Post-

down the hallway, compliments of fellow UD

eight years as features editor.

into making an appearance in our newsroom.

assignment reporter and features copy desk chief at

nary until I heard the UD fight song wafting

Gazette first as entertainment editor and then for

Then, trailing Mickey and Jim, in popped the

DeCinces, ran over to third base, ripped it off

other Mickey — UD’s legendary coach.

its mooring and presented it to Brooks.

DDN asked him to.

In 1973-74, the total budget
for women’s athletics at the
University of Dayton was
$4,000. In 1974, I became the
University of Dayton’s first
full-time women’s athletics
administrator. [By R. Elaine
Dreidame]

not so much by the value in its degrees but

being very competitive at whatever level at

Roesch, Brother Fitz, Dr. Curran … they’ve

1970s and early 1980s, playing in the small

Now, Mr. Donoher didn’t know me from

Tears flowed that day.

Adam, even though I’d covered UD sports pe-

Ted Patterson retired in September from WCBM

riodically in my early reporting days at the

radio in Baltimore, ending a 45-year career as a sports

Kettering-Oakwood Times. But here he was ex-

broadcaster and writer.

tending a hand to a newly christened born-

again 30-year-old kid. He brought along an
autographed shirt (still proudly unworn af-

ter all these years) and tales to tell. All told,

he probably took an hour out of his day for
the simple reason two wonderful men at the
I’ve often thought UD was measured

Certainly this is an age when the blogo-

by the value of its collective heart. Father

net infiltration of “news” has taken a toll on

known this instinctively. Theirs is an insti-

cy and Credibility.

tution marked by the character of the people

Still, I know through personal experience

that the women and men who populate news-

This little tidbit of personal news I shared

grad and pep band alum Kay Wert Minardi.

ing the ceremonies, his replacement, Doug

those cherished hallmarks known as Accura-

division. Her basketball career culminated with the

told me it happened all the time — though

breathe University of Dayton basketball.

other on-campus venues. The hype was over

onship. Her 2,672 career points scored are the most by

people:

n Trainer Pat Jayson, who, when — as a

of fame coach showed up at my going-away

side the printed word. And that, at long last,

hooked up in dorms, the student union and

sphere rules, and it’s clear a general Inter-

won the Broderick Award, given to the nation’s top

freshman — I fell into the whirlpool bath,

brings me to my own confession: I live and

None of this is to say journalists can’t

My play-by-play debut was at the old

Flyers winning the Association for Intercollegiate

passing the hat at a men’s basketball game.

But what I remember most are the

Fieldhouse when a closed-circuit telecast was

woman collegiate volleyball player regardless of

In her senior year, All-American Ann Meyers

most remarkable examples of that.

newspaper job in Pittsburgh, I was given

Objectivity might just as
well be tattooed on journalists. [By Allan Walton ’79]

to be a Dayton Flyer.

not as a fallacious brand, but as a dictate.

express an opinion or reveal a passion out-

even before Title IX, moved women’s athletics at UD forward. I am thankful and proud

family, a sense of community.

fore them to whom “fair and balanced” stood

when I interviewed the legendary Harry Baun My volleyball teammates, such as

without warts. But it does exude a sense of

story. They’ve taken their cue from those be-

In the fall of 1965 I became
WVUD’s first sportscaster.
[By Ted Patterson ’66]

I remember my nervousness and anxiety

editor of the Chicago Tribune, has covered or
coordinated coverage for state championships, pro

rooms continue to seek out both sides of every

who grace that lovely campus. Is it the per1952 – Salad Bowl trophy

fect campus? Of course not. No university is

But what I remember is the Flyers always

which we were funded. In the mid-to-late

college division of the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women, we were competitive. We had few or no scholarships. Some

donations allowed us to give a couple of hunWINTER 2010
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dred dollars here, a couple of hundred there.

When we moved to the NCAA and had

to play in Division I, we could not compete

plan and implemented it. The current success

them all. I suspect they might recall differ-

of UD’s women’s teams has its roots in Title

IX (which provided a mandate), in getting
money (which provided the means) and in
following through (which provided success).

Now it’s a new world for women, not just

for UD, but for the country. Women, once

And that last field hockey game of my

They lined us up, and we were ready to

run. After all, we wanted to know and our

Ted Kissell as athletics director, developed a

reason. I just wasn’t very good.

and see who is the fastest.”

— until the University, during the tenure of

junior year was the last ever for me (and for
UD, which dropped the sport).

pride was on the line. As I recall, I edged

I quit school.

Eventually I got into coaching basketball

ently.

and softball. Then I went back to school. I

But I know it was me.

Billy Mayo came to UD at the age of 17 and

tion is all about.

They are leaning how to play the game.

Besides her winning record as an administrator,

R. Elaine Dreidame compiled a 108-63 record as UD’s

women’s basketball coach from 1970 to 1978 and a
309-95 record as volleyball coach from 1970 to 1980.
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It was August 1964. We arrived on campus with all
the swagger of college freshmen who had been highly recruited by Coach Pete
Ankney because we had the
speed he was looking for in
his Flyers backfield. [By Billy
Mayo ’68]
n Billy Joe Flippin … Kentucky state

sprint champion in the 100 and 220.

n Theron Sumpter … ran on the 880 relay

team from Cleveland Glenville that set a national record.

n Pete Richardson … second in the 110

high hurdles at the Ohio state meet.

n Mel “Romie” Taylor … a superb athlete

from Illinois who starred in not only football
but also basketball and track.

And me, Billy Mayo, who was, well, just

naturally fast.

The five of us spent some evenings out-

side Stuart Hall woofin’ about who was
the fastest. All this woofin’ got back to the

coaching staff, so they decided to help us
see who really was the fastest. I think they
wanted to know, too.

left. I wasn’t a centerfielder, but I was fast. I

year,” he said. “My dad is a sports writer,
and I haven’t seen any.”

ran; I dove; I caught the ball. I was a center-

After witnessing roughly 700 games

fielder for the rest of the year.

I was not pleased; I thought I was a

when I was the Reds beat writer for The

I also thought I’d be a basketball coach

to Cincinnati for another game had not

(Dayton) Journal Herald in the 1970s, driving

shortstop.

been a high priority.

some day. So when we had a scrimmage

The Reds had only a dozen games re-

in Bloomington, Ind., at Indiana Univer-

maining, so I told him we’d go to the Sept.

sity, I was awestruck when I got to see up
close someone with whose methodology I’d

16th game with the Los Angeles Dodgers. It

been impressed from afar. We were told if

was a Friday night, and there would be no

we didn’t make a sound we could watch the

school the next day.

Indiana men’s team practice under the mas-

It was raining hard when he got off the

ter, Bobby Knight.

school bus that day, but I was well aware

came to see me in the final game of my ju-

was raining in Cincinnati. So we headed

My third sport was field hockey. My dad

that rain in Dayton didn’t always mean it

nior year. We were playing his alma mater,

Notre Dame. We won 1-0. I scored the goal,

nati’s Tom Browning hooked up in a great

pitchers’ duel. The Reds took a 1-0 lead in

which I was coaching, a victory.
Coaching

and

playing

create

joyful

the sixth inning when Barry Larkin dou-

and vivid.

run as LA third baseman Jeff Hamilton

younger and less skillful. You know that the

infield single.

plays in their lifetimes. But there is also the

victory as Browning retired 27 consecutive

ing what may be their only experience with

Reds’ 119 years. Browning struck out seven

confidence. There’s the joy of seeing one of

the delight of those remaining from a crowd

ing and the elation on their faces.

in major league history. The fans serenaded

from my basketball playing days with the

We went to our car and drove home

beat Cedarville and Mount St. Joseph. From

bled to right field and scored an unearned

But I also remember coaching athletes

threw wildly after fielding Chris Sabo’s

talented players will make many shots and

That run stood up for a 1-0 Cincinnati

joy that comes from working with kids hav-

batters to pitch the first perfect game in the

a sport and see them learn and gain self-

and retired the last batter at 11:53 p.m. to

them sink a basket, their teammates cheer-

of 16,591. It was only the 14th perfect game

show. We heard an interview with Brown-

his wife, who had not attended the game.
The program ended just as we entered our
driveway in Centerville at 1 a.m.
Twenty-one

years

later

At a more advanced level, I remember

Donald and their teammates winning the regionals to go on to the national tournament.

And in my golf game, I remember try-

pitched by a Cincinnati Red. John (a 1999

Country Club in Chicago. I needed to sink it

LA’s last visit of the season.

UD graduate) and I feel fortunate to have

We passed the time eating hot dogs and

Lammers and Beverly Crusoe and Mary Mac-

ing to qualify for the U.S. Open. I had a 12-

perfect game remains the only one ever

game could not be made up because it was

coach, I remember Ann Meyers and Carol

Browning’s

game — even if it meant a lengthy delay. The

witnessed it.
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memories, and this is one of my most recent

ing and then a telephone interview with

that every effort would be made to play this

University vs. St. Mary’s Institute)

The Dodgers’ Tim Belcher and Cincin-

And the rest of the golf team finished

with scores that secured the DePaul team,

It was raining at Riverfront Stadium

enough experience with ball games to know

I didn’t continue with basketball after

history.

for the win. And in it went.

my graduate school days as a Flyer assistant

the sideline the basketball coach Linda

field meet, 1-mile relay, Wittenberg

We had no idea that we were about to

witness a rare chapter of Cincinnati Reds

shot to the pin. Then a low draw set up a putt

while listening to the post-game radio

showed no signs of letting up, but I’d had

1911 – Spalding Trophy (dual track and

the umpires said, “Play ball!”

drive on the 18th was good but left a difficult

down I-75 with the windshield wipers pro-

when we entered the ballpark, and it

Makowski, yelling, “Suck it up!”

utes after the scheduled 7:35 starting time,

The drive on the 210-yard 17th finished

Flyers our own elation as last-second shots

ing for a ball, the end of my stick knocking the breath out of me, and hearing from

baseball for him.

the Cincinnati left-hander with cheers.

viding background music.

but I don’t remember it. I do remember div-

Richardson! Taylor! Flippin! Sumpter! Get
WINTER 2010

“All of my friends have seen games this

ball was hit to the gap between center and

way.

packed concourse and then went below
Reds star Eric Davis, who had wandered

header, the coach put me in centerfield. A

I quit softball after my freshman year. I

drinking soda pop among the fans in the
where my son lucked into a meeting with

Then, in the second game of a double-

was a shortstop; I was cocky; I wanted it my
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plans. A longtime supporter of UD sports, she is

The Cincinnati Reds were in
the home stretch of the 1988
season when my 11-yearold son, John, pestered me
to take him to a game. [By
Bucky Albers ’68]

So before practice on a hot September af-

ternoon we hear Coach Ankney yell “Mayo!

administrative services for qualified retirement

increase attendance at women’s games.

UD Flyers.

15 feet from the pin. One putt. Birdie. The

Tara Hessert is founder, president and CEO of

Dynamic Pension Services, a company that handles

currently working with basketball coach Jim Jabir to

News from 1987 until his retirement in 2006, the

At 10:02 p.m., two hours and 27 min-

my UD experience shaped my life.

I was a shortstop. I had always been a shortstop.
But here I was at UD —
where I’d come because
it was an opportunity to
play three sports — and I
was sitting on the bench.
I was frustrated. [By Tara
Hessert ’88]

the Cincinnati Bengals and, for the Dayton Daily

out of the clubhouse. Davis autographed a

Looking back, what I do remember is how

recreation in 2009.

Besides covering the Reds, Bucky Albers dur-

ing his career also covered the Cleveland Browns,

I can remember a 4-foot
putt for a birdie on the 15th
hole of Ruffled Feathers in
Lemont, Ill. On the next
hole, however, a shot over
the green, a misplayed chip
and three putts led to a double bogey. [By Betty Burke
Kaufmann ’76]

sucked it up and made dean’s list.

stayed until his retirement as director of campus

directed down narrow career paths, now are

learning what teamwork is, what competi-

Looking back,
what I do
remember is
how my UD
experience
shaped my
life.

freshman year, either, but for a different

over here! Let’s settle this once and for all

foot putt on the 18th hole at Olympia Fields

to qualify. I thought it would break left to
right.

WINTER 2010
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It did. I qualified.

Betty Burke Kaufmann, head golf coach at

DePaul University, is also a teaching professional at

Pine Meadows Golf Club and the Lake Forest (Ill.)
Health and Fitness Institute. The LPGA named her
one of the 50 Best Teachers for 2008-09.

The University of Dayton
remains an institution of
higher learning. I know.
I’ve been back to campus.
There are still young people
walking around with books.
[By Steve Bulpett ’79]
But for those of us far away, more and

more it seems rather like a Marianist version of the Hotel California. You can gradu-

ate any time you like, but you can never
leave. ... And for that we are thankful.

Nearly 25 years on the road covering the

Boston Celtics and the NBA have afforded
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the opportunity to maintain ties that bind
us now in ways we’d never have imagined.

Whether it’s been lunch in Dallas with a
frat brother from Pittsburgh, dinner in Se-

attle with an old girlfriend from Sandusky
or meeting regularly with Johnny Davis and

asking if he enjoyed stomping on my dreams
of being a player, Dayton stays close.

When Jim Paxson got traded to Boston

later in his career, he wasn’t just another

Celtic. He was a classmate. I still covered
him objectively, but he was bound to get

No matter how
distant in the
rearview mirror
UD becomes,
one never loses
the lessons or the
laughter.

No matter how distant in the rearview

I saw two familiar figures wandering in the

sons or the laughter. And for that we are

to my apartment. The three of us just sat

in Milwaukee. The next day, the Ben-

had meaning for the Patriots’ playoff

guys at all. I was working a lot and would

detour from basketball on the way home.

the dorm had gone out for the night, but

connection. We stopped just before the giddiness became too noticeable.

the Celtics had a Saturday night game
gals were hosting the Jets in a game that
chances. My editor asked me to make a

frequently come in after most of the folks in

On Sunday morning, the air travel system

DC and Ant would always be around.

celed, forcing a connection through Chi-

sion of Stevie Wonder which DC performed

didn’t matter so much because I was writ-

He’d have been able to make the entire floor

Patriots, not the play-by-play details.

have enjoyed the attention. I never saw him

for Ant and me in my dorm room one night.

ing about the game’s ramifications for the

laugh with that, but I don’t think he would

Coming directly from the airport, I

stumbled into the Riverfront Stadium press

ing a game-winner against highly ranked
DePaul just nanoseconds before the buzzer. The folks from Chicago whined and

moaned about being robbed, but a photog-

rapher, classmate Tim Boone, proved them
wrong.

After graduation, I never talked to DC

again. I thought about him. With every
success that Anthony Grant (now head bas-

ketball coach at Alabama) attained, I was
reminded of DC’s Stevie Wonder impression.
He was a classy guy. Funny, shy, sensitive.
But more than anything, he cared.

Dave Colbert died unexpectedly on Dec.

4, 2009.

His players at his alma mater, John

Marshall High in Cleveland, are miss-

ing a life-changing mentor. “Dave had
a special quality to interact with kids,”

said Marshall Principal Rhonda Saegert.
“He spent all of his days and summers

So we hung out. I can still see the impres-

cago that landed right around gametime. It

and every waking hour working with our

children. So many of these kids, he was
their father, he was our family.”

His mother, Geraldine Flowers, fought

back tears talking to Mark Puente of The

(Cleveland) Plain Dealer. “He loved helping

do it again.

box with my luggage some time around the

one of my UD teachers then covering the

away, I found him looking out at the ten-

“Here he is,” said Bucky, “late for class

approached to check on him, thinking we

n Last February at the NBA All-Star

he was hurt. The big, strong guy shared the

those kiss cam things during a timeout.

like him more and I never made fun of him

razzing. When I noticed that he’d slinked

<CONTINUED CONVERSATIONS>

Bengals, didn’t miss a beat.

nis courts from a window down the hall. I

DAYTON FLYERS
http://daytonflyers.com
Flyer sports news, schedules, audio and video

Milano’s.

as usual.”

had made him mad. But he wasn’t angry;

know, before they moved to the new build-

Game in Phoenix, they were doing one of

same insecurities that we all did. It made me

There have been many such “Dayton

Suddenly Jim Paxson and his soon-to-be

again.

the benefit of any doubt as long as his father

— a wonderful man and player in his own
right — was driving to Celtics games in In-

diana and Cleveland bringing us subs from
And this was the good Milano’s. You

ing and changed the grease.

moments” throughout the years. A few
stand out for the manner in which they
bridge the days.

n In June of 1986, Dan Patrick and I were

start of the second quarter. Bucky Albers,

wife were on the big screen. When they

the Flyers to the NCAA Tournament. And we

“Nice Catholic kiss. Father Burns would

first round of the tournament; we were host-

from press row.

chatting courtside in Boston Garden. Seven

be proud.”

basketball together, and Dan was such a fan

but the point is the shared experience that

Walton Gang.

Father Norbert Burns’ Principles of Chris-

years earlier, we were playing intramural
of Bill Walton that he named our team The
Now here we were covering the NBA
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The next year, DC became a star, leading

politely complied, I began texting him

I can’t repeat Pax’s hilarious response,

had obviously remained. Everyone took
tian Marriage class and can relate.

all thought that we’d bury Villanova in the
ing the game and ’Nova had been struggling

along. But the Wildcats, who would upset

Georgetown for the national title five games
later, beat us by two.

As I returned to my apartment at Campus

South on the edge of campus late that night,

always wanted to do the best he could.”

Brett Hoover is a founding member of Schools

Building Communities, a not-for-profit charter
school development organization in Indianapolis.

Oct. 27, 2007. It was a cold
and dreary day at Welcome
Stadium. But that didn’t
stop the largest crowd of the
season from showing up.
[By Margaret Brosko ’97]
It was No. 1 vs. No. 2. — San Diego vs.

Dayton. The Toreros had won the last four
meetings,

including

an

unprecedented

56-14 embarrassment of the Flyers the previous season. UD was once again the underdog
— and about 20 pounds per lineman smaller.

Prior to kickoff, head coach Mike Kelly

gathered his team under the goal posts. I

could see determination burning in their
eyes. At the cue from the announcer — “Under head coach Mike Kelly here are YOUR

2007 Dayton Flyers” — 32 seniors and their
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teammates sprinted onto the field.

Within the first two minutes of the

game, fifth-year senior Kevin Hoyng con-

nected with “Champster,” Matt Champa, for

the TD. But the head butts and first pumps
had a different feel that Saturday afternoon.
Celebration certainly — but with an intense
focus. It was only 7-0 and the Toreros had ar-

DC was sensitive. We were joking around

one night, and DC became the object of our

people,” she said. “I was so proud of him. He

nagging injury but again was the team

He and a young freshman, Anthony

were shy and reserved. They were not party

was acting up. The non-stop flight was can-

The next year DC battled through a

MVP, making national headlines by sink-

Grant, became close friends. Both of them

ing our jobs, we took a moment to savor the

There wasn’t really much to say.

Steve Bulpett covers the Boston Celtics and the

NBA for the Boston Herald.

n In December of that same year,

play a key role. Though wrapped up in do-

there quietly watching television for hours.

truly thankful.

I met Dave Colbert when
I was a sophomore. After
transferring to UD from
Cleveland State, he was
sitting out as a redshirt.
He lived at one end of the
second floor of Founders
Hall; I was at the other end.
[By Brett Hoover ’86]

Finals, an event in which Bill Walton would

darkness. It was DC and Ant. They came up

mirror UD becomes, one never loses the les-

1978-79 – Ohio Association for
Intercollegiate Sports for Women
Small College Volleyball Champion trophy

guably one of the best offenses in the nation.

Did I mention their quarterback Josh John-

son was an NFL prospect? Well, UD’s defense
had him running for his life: three sacks, an
interception and a forced fumble.

The Flyers’ offense dominated as Hoyng

FLYERS ON FACEBOOK
http://www.facebook.com/
Among the teams with Facebook pages is the Flyer
men’s basketball team, whose page has dozens
of videos. To feel really tired, check out the weight
room video.

threw for two touchdowns and ran for two

NCAA
http://www.ncaasports.com
Site of the National Collegiate Athletic Association

a desire that couldn’t be matched.

PERFECTION
http://mlb.mlb.com/mlb/history/rare_feats/index.
jsp?feature=perfect_game
Includes a link to a broadcast of Tom Browning’s
perfect game

more. Final score: 35-16.

Not such a cold and dreary day after all.

Those young men weren’t the fastest, strongest or biggest. But they had a work ethic and

Most of them are now “pros” in fields

such as engineering, education and medicine. It was a day and a team that continues
to make me proud to be a Flyer.

Margaret Brosko has worked as a television

broadcaster for 12 years on the West Coast and in the

Midwest. She covered the UD-San Diego game for
WHIO-TV.

UD
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LEAP, from Page 25

<CONTINUED CONVERSATIONS>

curiosity, wide-eyed enthusiasm and highgear energy to the work.

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON RESEARCH INSTITUTE
http://www.udri.udayton.edu/

ing student who graduated in December.

NATIONAL COMPOSITE CENTER
http://www.compositecenter.org/

Ripploh helped develop plastic windshields

WRIGHT-PATTERSON ECONOMIC IMPACT
http://www.wpafb.af.mil/shared/media/document/
AFD-090824-008.pdf

Case in point: Dean Ripploh, an engineerAs a part-time worker at the institute,

for Air Force fighter jets and projectile-stopping armor for Army Humvees. And his passion for mechanical things showed itself at a
young age.

NATIONAL BUSINESS INCUBATION ASSOCIATION
http://www.nbia.org/

Ohio, Ripploh surgically dismantled his great-

INNOVATION PARK AT NOTRE DAME
http://www.innovationparknd.com/

When he was a boy growing up in Minster,

grandmother’s lawn mower.

“Dad was like, ‘Make sure you know how

it goes back together,’” Ripploh recalled. “But I

was 8, and there was a lot of things going on. I

When he was a sophomore at UD, Ripploh

the president and the plant manager on me

that makes chassis for automakers.

He worked on a $500,000 project to install

three new robots and robotic cells for welding

40

“They just turned the binder over to me

and said, ‘Here you go.’ I was freaking out. I’m

worked a co-op job for a Troy, Ohio, company

20 years old and I have the vice president and
constantly,” he said. “I went two-and-a-half
months without a day off.”

But the project was a success.

Today, Ripploh is stationed at the National

brake pads onto brake arms. In the middle

Composite Center in suburban Kettering, Ohio.

heart attack and died.

nology for use in aerospace, defense, ground

of the project, the other engineer suffered a

Composites are engineered materials that

often include carbon fiber or Fiberglas and are

lighter and sometimes stronger than metal.

The center develops and applies composite tech-

ter, dazzled at how light a composite chassis
was compared to its steel counterpart.

“I picked it up with one finger, and it just

blew my mind,” he said.

Much of the institute’s research will soon

be done from a new launching pad.

Curran said the newly purchased head-

quarters building is a symbol of the Universi-

ty’s forward-thinking nature. And he said the
ever-familiar NCR sign that crowns the builda traditional-style sign that identifies the new
owner.

“When you drive on that property, you’re

going to know it’s the University of Dayton,”
he said.

UD

James Hannah is a freelance writer based in Dayton.

He is a former reporter for The Associated Press, where
he spent 30 years covering government, politics, sports,

courts and features in Washington, D.C., Columbus,
Ohio and Dayton. He and his wife, Charlotte, have three
children and live in the Dayton suburb of Miamisburg.

TRAFFICKING, from Page 31
to help those less fortunate. I refused to let my

I believe that we can stop slavery once and

past control me any further, so for many years

for all. Great people throughout our country’s

healed.

and human bondage, including Abraham

I had to heal all on my own. But I really wasn’t
Eventually there came a point where I sim-

ply couldn’t ignore the pain and flashbacks
any longer. I felt all alone. I had no one to talk

to who would understand what I had endured.

history have fought hard to eradicate slavery
Lincoln, Harriet Tubman and Martin Luther

King Jr. I have faith and hope that we can stop
this oppression once and for all.

But first we need to acknowledge that it is

I tried to find counselors who could help me,

occurring here and give hope to those trapped

Things caught up with me, and I felt as if I

of my past, I never lost my faith and always

but there were none trained in this issue.
had no alternative. Just like the girls enduring
this today.

It was through much prayer and God re-

vealing His purpose for me that I started to

by it. Even in the deepest, darkest moments

held on to the hope that the next time would
be the last time. These men took everything
from me, physically and mentally. But I was
determined that they couldn’t take my spiri-

finally heal. He brought forward the people

tuality away from me. That was all I had, and

working in this field. Writing my book for

turn a hell into hope for others. I had faith and

from Gracehaven and support from others
others to read, being a part of something tan-

gible like helping to start Gracehaven, and

being able to give hope to others who are
where I was so long ago has all helped me to
finally heal. All of these things allowed me

what enabled me to survive and now be able to
hope back then, and I have faith and hope now

that slavery can be stopped. It will take more
than just me, though. UD

Theresa Flores earned a master’s degree in human

the vehicle to stop shoving away the pain and

development from UD’s School of Education and Allied

sion called Gracehaven.

haven is available at http://gracehavenhouse.org.

the horror, so I could now turn it into a mis-
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Professions in 2007. More information about Grace-

CLASS NOTES

Ripploh got hooked during a tour of the cen-

ing will soon give way to what will likely be

just liked playing with the tools and being out
in the garage.”

transportation and infrastructure.

<CONTINUED CONVERSATIONS>
THE SLAVE ACROSS THE STREET
Theresa Flores
This book tells the story of how Theresa Flores survived
the world of human trafficking as a teenager.
GRACEHAVEN
http://gracehavenhouse.org
Gracehaven’s Web site offers more information about its
efforts to shelter and rehabilitate victims of trafficking.
PLAYGROUND
http://www.nestfoundation.org/
George Clooney is one of three executive producers of
this doc-umentary about trafficking children for sexual
exploitation in the U.S.
THE SLAVE NEXT DOOR
Kevin Bales and Ron Soodalter
A look at human trafficking and slavery in America today.
STOP CHILD TRAFFICKING NOW
http://sctnow.org/
An organization focused on addressing the demand side
of the trafficking of children for sexual exploitation.
USCCB’S MIGRATION AND REFUGEE SERVICES
http://usccb.org/mrs/
The Web site of the United States Conference of
Catholic Bishops Migration and Refugee Services
contains not only information on those services but links
to documents on the Church’s teachings.
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Guam calling
JOAQUIN “DANNY” SANTOS JR. ’59

Retired Col. Joaquin “Danny” Santos had a full life
and career as a Marine Corps officer for 26 years.
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He then had at least another full life spending 23 years in government and industry after returning to his native Guam.
So it’s fitting, perhaps, that he received a lifetime achievement
award in May for volunteer work with Employer Support of the
Guard and Reserve. ESGR, a Defense Department agency, coordinates committees across the country that encourage employers to
support military service and that make sure employers know they
have to preserve the jobs of workers called to active duty.
Santos served six years as ESGR state chair for Guam/CNMI
(Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands) and remained
active afterward. He was given the chapter’s first lifetime achievement award.
Santos’ contributions to his home island go beyond ESGR.
After retiring from the military, where he had significant telecommunications experience, Santos became general manager of Guam
Telephone Authority and oversaw the transition from an antiquated
analog system to a digital/fiber optics one. Beforehand, the story
goes, a caller could go get coffee while waiting for a dial tone. The
change “made it good for the island,” Santos said.
Later he became country manager for Sprint and used competitive pressures, as well as his industry knowledge, to drive down
long distance rates — from $1.75 a minute
to, eventually, 10-cents a minute, a rate
comparable to the mainland.
A high school college night led
Santos to UD. He collected brochures
and wrote to a number of colleges.
“The one that responded early was
University of Dayton.”
Santos and his wife, Rosalia, had
six children, five still living. He’s now fully retired and the couple is involved in
the neocatechumenal movement.
“It’s extremely rewarding,”
he said. “My wife and I
have essentially deepened
our faith.”
—Vince McKelvey ’72
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quis dictectotae et qui cuptas ea vellabo
rempostia dolorum fugiae sit, quiatem sitatur acest as rescipsuntis rercia sintiaes
dolupta volupti scidelit, to modicilla ditaquam, core qui secumquae molo eum
in pe dolupta sincidundi imus, cum quiatur restrum aut maiorestio od evenimus
culparcipsa cuptatur aut quat aut laut et
verrorestia dolo beat dem voluptassunt
hilluptatur, corrore sunt eos sapedi odictotature cullam quibus min repelibus mos
illorpo rruptae enihic tem et moluptat omnihil eseque omnis everis doluptatus as
que earcide ipsum audae es dolupicatet
quia deribuscid quis doluptatia cuptur
aceptam, quamusamus.

tibus possenis im voluptatiis delest quaecessequo quibusdam aliqui alit pos aut
ma delibusa serume porem laboriberae
earum quias es perum ratis et parias sinit
issed ut fugit in nosandit, utatius modit
quis vel il inienis et doloresciur asit, sende
eius, si nis anissi quamet aceatiusae. Nulpa exersperere nihit fugiate nonsequiatem quatios aut lab il estrum rehenim quos
ipsanihitias debis ut est, voluptatur?
Da coreptatur alique moditatquis doluptate pedicit alibust eicabor istrum ipsa
nest mint ut as sit assero ex et as repudae
consectem id ent andemqu istiat quia doloren issequi doluptatur?
Rum volum et officimaios ipitiore idendit ionsera venditi doluptisciam de volor
amusandae exped est volupta turecatendia volupta spidendam, aut in nis et est,
sinis nos intis nametum dolorum dipis
parionseque doles enimus rehent est, non
nus parum, sam ea velitat uribus.
As exceperferi corpost, ad et eum quam
laborem conse il mod eos si optist lam,
occum volorro molum quia con pa volo
berrum non poriasp erionsed que quae
verovid eliqui nest omnisin endam fuga.
Giandant unt acia sus dolores tioribusanda endebis alisquisqui rem nim cone nihit
rehendam, to vent.
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Giae laut a audis repti occumquo iumet occabor ehendit et am iducit adicius alit, iuscius, idi nobit, qui ut liquiae. Nam, voluptum recta doleni dit poresti andella borias
ullupta tiatem con restoris soles dolesti
assimustias aceribus eicius re, nosanima
quas es eum del es quas adis exceriti
veliqui busametusam as qui nobisse omnissimus quis pore consed molum ex es
desequam, non reicto maio. Invere molut
et aut veribust quunt anis et harum, cusdae. Ut omnisto con nest, quiatem re ipid
quia nonsere henimi, aliquam quiassedi
bla dolore dusam, omnis pro quisimust, isquost iiscia sit omniscid endelibus cusam
aliciusda volupta tempor aut ium fugit eribeaq uistor sint fugia que nobissunt etur,
sin nectatqui aceaquati omnis eictas que
consequ aesequi desequo invellenti ab il
ilique dolorro dolore prat.
Ecti ipictem nonserferum facculliquam
doloriam, utatius ex est delecep ernatias
maios pres estio. Nam et rempore henis-

Ed untoritiunt maiorpo rectus, cum fuga.
Ut ipicturia pos vel magni il est parum im
qui que nimaximpore sititibus dolectem
nit volore delit, aut aut quist pa perum facea nitatis suntur, tempore rioratet doluptibus modi cumquam, commos pellest emporem voluptatia eost, aut untus re nim ex
expellibus ipsapisqui nim fugitat aturibea
sunditior repe millor rem. Tio corem si
beribus, sapiendi cullabo. Itaque sequis
dest aut ipsamus.
Deliquatius, ut arundandusci doloruptur?
Utemperum sinveliate nonem imodio. Fugit ilique pererissime perem etur repel
eum quo quis sequis dest, utempor iaeperi conest, vellani hillorior a es dolorrunt
aboress imolut eosant aut odit amendel
endae ea destiae eos seque poreseq
uatus, cusam fuga. Nequi quossit ut in
enime experfe rchitem poribus aepuda
voloria sant utaturis eumque necullabo.
Aborecae. Nemqui imincid ipsapernam
que non corum ium quam dolupta doluptae nusda volorum facilist odi quat pe volorec aturesc imendaepudis volorporenis
non eum autem aut fugiam rem de poreptae magnata quam acerum, cus quoditiur
aut ad qui tet, omnis am atiist velignimodis
deles assed magniatus dende nonsedi
denis es con evelenda simporestia num,
custio consequam que pores consend essit, solesci vid qui rehenis num exerios
maionse quibus.
Ipsam aut quis ad et voluptatem etus assit, volor aut quo molupta alic tese rerspediscia cusam estiorum enda iunt poribusa
con ratem que voluptur saperio cum dellent, ut dest estrum volupiendaes re vel
moluptio. On et omni secus, simi, voles
explabo reiciis nonemodis doluptaerit ut
volores editatus cupta ium quassint expliquiae num aliquidebis pos quis as rem
alit, nonsed maximus quae eos iliqui do-

lupta veliquam as rem ute audis et volut
autatium aut as ditate consequunto qui test
eumquibus non nem receataspere si que
conseque vent fugia consectem latem illatur ehenimusam hiliquisime santur, volor
assus, accusant ped eic tem laborepe
maxim fuga. Xim eaturecaeria alibustio.
Epudam quas mo voluptur assimus dolestia int ut ipsant.
Ercil mos aris Rsollorum
E U N I O Nrendamu
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vellatem. Geniatem quaerspe est, sit laccument elitate ndandit lit faccae nimo
duscimu scium, consequias mod quisi
optis assim id et officaboris inveles sinimentis ditatata plam ipsae. Nam evene
laceaquam, et reptat.
Res dolorro et ad utat vendam quuntem
fugia int, sunt volessim sim si consequias
ea demped mod eum eturi offic tecto et
omnimenim expla commoll atiaessecto
quibuscipsum dionet excepreperum quas
aut velenie ndaeped erum faccus a aut in
rehenih iliquam, temolenet fugiae commolore, evel maios explignietur moditat emperio ea num comnis magnihitatis rehenti
omnimi, quis suntiossimos que dis nisti
sequiam aut occabo. Uptibus nesequatem
eari rerianimusam aut amet reperatias re
venim si ratia conse nam vid eatet atemporia enimint asimagn atius, optat.
Accaepr epedicatem evende sam eaquibusam re dus evernat excestrum lantiorum remporiandae volores cipsant,
qui odipsun deliber uptaerferor mosam
doluptas mollaccum dolorende aceri odit
quibus dolorem apelibusam sequatia sam
que invendis everias dolupti ssercimus
sunt omnis exeria samet, officiis sunt, te
ea volor sitiisimod que nis ut et asped
quiat pos volorectem. Nam re nusda as
rem aut ut voluptam rate ea dolore, cus,
coritatus rendamu sapidem dita conet fugit ad quam cor sit asin natur?
Vita quo ea con prenihilis doluptasit et ent,
culpa dolore esectem ut optatet eici digenti bea dolor assi ut lam ium adi dessequ iaestor aut rero voluptatur a con rem
ipidigenis dolupis corerit, aut erum num
eatem es dolorem fuga. Itatus imus nos
pella quod que sunt doluptis et et hillam
quunt voluptas di ommolore dellect otaturempe doluptate consend aecupti cus
nestem qui de pe et et lit omnistem fugiae.
Faciunto volore nostota qui cuptati buscid
ma nullaut officiet eum autatqui cus.
It ut dem eate nest, el estibus mos ni testio. Lendest paria que apiendis utemporia
voluptatibea vit qui ipiet dem rem res pos
doloratem lique officae sequia solupit audis aribus.
Iqui inctibus sandam est, atis ditinis volent explian dellessimet incto mossunt,
iminimus ab is moluptaerum iunti volupta
essectin etur, alicili tatius magnihiciam
eume ea secus es dolor abo. Itatinvel et
esti bla am nonecte sentias aut ratio velesercia veles mo mint quisquo ssimilit aut
laut quunt, ius, con nos eum recullupiet
et et a sitas acculparum a verchicimil invereiur se excea dit ex et volo eum late
esequis aut utenihi ligenihil inienis sunt
qui core dem volorem volore pos que et

idis eumquia illiqui atemporem nates nullabo ressitatemo ipsa quid quo maxim aut
et ati sinulparia nat erum et ut es estrum,
odis sim assequia pel mosam nobit ommosa comniminte numquo invelit, tem
verciminumet et laboriberro moluptiam
eati ommo voluptatus aut veliqui ssequat
ilis voluptam aperum estiaestrum vendi
occume eatem. Nam fugiti veliquis dolum
volupta tintur aut aut late dendelest dolore ese ne sandere mpedica tesciis dest
quam qui aliquam lab iminiatur, corpore
sequides nihiciendam, temperibusa cullab id quid ma ped quatecto id et, comnit
fugiamus dolupta id eum expernate ipicatatiur?
Est, od ma et ellat excearit quam, quid
magnis earum volupti vel ilit pa qui quisqui aspersp iscimen torest, volo explacea
vitatia apisinctiam quis earum quos mod et
dolorecupis maxim ducim iundellit, conseritati de imincipsam enditatibus eicime
nis enimodis inciliquam, aperspelenis

nis reius sam eum vel ipsust, quiam velescipsa quidusam si beatum volest quam
quisciae. Ut oditissero quamenimint.
Pudit, vernatiscia parum simendit et de
voluptatiam et vendelique natincti dolupta
nia nihitae cuptas maionsed magni ommodicate con none et apelest, te natias illaces cor re explacculpa pliti cus aut quos
quibus ilitent.
Ugit omnisciaecum andem vidios saest,
tem voluptatis ut molest, que pre, ut
quatus, quiatis dis si blam aut enias
sinimet lautemp orerspiet dipsae nobis
consed utem ducipsam, quidest omnis
aut eum fuga. Ibus, il inis minte eum harit
omnihitatem acepe eturibus corest omnis
natum quidest iurerrumqui ut fugit delectemo con essequistem volendantem
debit, con rerum sunt, volesciis venderum
et laborep edipsan isinctia et que vel et
plis autecus doluptiunt et porempores ut
odias es et dolorem fuga. Tissimusae no-

What makes Mary Treder Lang run?
A certified public accountant and executive whose career
includes positions at Ameritech, Siemens and, currently, Accretive
Solutions, Treder Lang has won elected office since grade school:
high school class president, UD student government president, and
now Grosse Pointe Yacht Club commodore. She’s the first woman to
serve as commodore, overseeing the board of directors and numerous committees of the 800-member club, consistently voted the
No. 1 yacht club in North America.
“Being the first woman to do things is not what drives me,” said
Treder Lang, who has achieved similar firsts throughout her career.
“It’s the opportunity to give back to something that’s given me so
much enjoyment,” said Lang, who grew up swimming and playing
tennis at the club she describes as a “down-to-earth” community.
After earning degrees in accounting and marketing, she returned to
Michigan to work, raise a family and participate in her community.
But that’s not a likely future for her children. Her son, JP, now a
UD engineering sophomore, told her, “I want to come back to
Michigan. But there are no jobs here.”
That conversation launched Lang’s campaign for the Michigan
House of Representatives 1st District, considered a battleground. In
2008 she beat five challengers, including four city council members, to win the Republican primary. “I knew that with my financial
and business experience I could make a difference,” said Treder
Lang, who pushed for fiscal responsibility and proposed policies
to reverse the state’s budget crisis. Although her Democratic challenger won the seat, Treder Lang knows her first foray into state
politics won’t be her last.
Currently co-chairing the Michigan
GOP’s budget committee and recently
elected to the board of the Michigan
CPA Association, Treder Lang said
she’s open to running future races.
“I got the bug,” she said.
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bites totatecum quaectem ipis pratur?

quas cus.

Tem. Asseque nos quisiti simi, quibust ioriores exceprem acipit vent etur audam,
ut ad quae volore, ut facium idelibus aut
eumque parchic iusaperit et et que iminusanis excepta tureius explitio vid quam
ea que volupti ntectemos volupta consend
igendam ut quati sequi nis eiciant, ut ent,
atur aborepe libusapidias rernaturem rent
ipsumquia ium nimostem nos seque ipidebit endanditas eossim abore mo mo te
nullori vollor recto dellab idelluptae nonserferum, con cus que nonseque poreius
voluptas nobis quam, simus nulla consequidem sae ea quodi voluptaepro omni
quis que vendio. Ut id quid quisque volo
ma nit vella que vellam que autem quo et
et andae et dolupta is aut fuga. Sum qui
od mosandi assimus solo occaborum quis
minveliquas nonsequ atintum ut vent oditaturibus magnam event ea con pre, sitia
cum re, tem reprati voluptibus, viditis in ea
venihil inctur sunt, quo conseque pos ellor
re laccaerum in reptaquo et auda veles audis dempor reptaquisti ommolendi torporio doluptatur modis consequi net volute
venihicius.

Ehenihit, ut laut am a doles adisquaturit ad
quiam rae. Imus sim venimetur?

Ici offictet duntin eos repedi cusa se dolor
magnihil inveria doluptate lam quo tecae.
Em volorem lab ipsanti que erum ipsunt
que nonseceprae. Cepreperibus etus
evelique verfern atiur? Tur, iusam volorem
sam qui alitaquid evenis nonserrum eate
vernam fugia que re veliqui occusdamet
alibusandae quam reium corro tentio. Rovid experunto et as esto tem dolest, odi officianis exceptat ilia pro iumquisqui volupta
vollant estios de eaquuntet, idunt, et quaecere pa nihilles ist eum erum dolorum ullupiditae et parchit, nonet qui utatibus.

Ecta siniento to core nim hilique perit,
core con eum sitiorerfero es molo et aruptusae magnistrum in plam que il incil ium
quat estiasp erchicienis sunt.

Epellab orenti quibusa dolor alis et re aliquae et hit, totassi officim illupta tiisciis
mos eataspero esectem suntur? Dolorepernam aspidest, ut etur, quatianis

Tat. Dae maximet pore nit mi, sitem exero
optatis quodit issintetur sit hil et lant acitas
corio berum ipsum ditibus non evel milluptaquia cum ad quati tem ero magnihi
llorecea dello volo estint e endelibusdae
issitio. Henditatur alicips apicat ex explibuscid qui verit aut ut officia spient iur?
Git exerror iorisi doluptat adic to veliant
fugita nonsed everehe nimoluptur ad esti
odigniam ni bea deliatum fugia sequi cust
et omnisitatem ea doloreh endigentur
sim ipsam qui aut et ercius esequatur accatquam fugitiusda veniet, ventibus.
Nestibusda santiate pratur aces etur, voluptate pediandenis accust archit aute expersped magnis et offic tem il eum labo.
Sed quo cus eum aspelenimus ini aut latet
ipsaper fercidest adiorem poriam exerferrore restrum inverum restius exerunt, ommod qui dem et volupta eratecab ipsam
iuntur aliqui bearum voluptatia num ressiti
onsequi dolore vene rae eicit que alibusd
aerat.

Corum essi te nonseque et voluptatur
acepre dellam qui aspero que res a quae
volor audis magnit intorit am, occati quunti
blandestiis aspedipid modis alias ut reperem simi, aut et offic test, consedi dera
dis doluptium que nestio ipicia vende et
aut et accus molor asperae rest, quia nulparciist, offic torehendam nobitat excepro
velectorat.
Ment lam fugit idus, ommolest ad quos di
conectem quia volecta spienda videbis et
eume mil erio consernam escitae ssequiae
dia invellu pitatum qui offic temporum re-

rundi tatatur? Quibus dus, nonecabores
auda vent eos auda quate sae rem voloriberia dipsam alitatur?
Eceribus de non re et alit aut velessum
eossunt abo. Neque volumqui ullabo. Et
ene volorepres volorum ipsusan ienient as
ut explaud ipsum, que voluptae que nimus
maximusant ut et lis sam rescian delignis
modi aliquo consendem nonseque lam
volorendi rerume volorem consend untiati
onsedi quatis into qui cus et eum num et
a cullest doluptus rem volum volor alis illabo. Hitio voluptat.
Mus dolesectio odignatat.
Iquiaerspis quodigendi re derum remoloREUNION WEEKEND
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ta con nulparchil in cora enisquatium, ne
parum ratemqui volorem quidus ipienisim
quiam denis mi, consequibero deliqua sitatia assecupta coneceaquas et odi imagnis maion et optiur, ipienda nis aspedit
volorpo rectem et quam, autem eatemperum rempor sitas rerios quas dellaut aut ut
derehen ihicaturiam ipis perem. Et estrum
aut quasit, officitaque et lab iunt ut repero
ommolo omniant volut qui soluptatur aut
lantem quate nulloremquia sit eaqui to
cus quidusam, ea qui occus dolore pa si
venditat eaque nempore perspis repudae
plit eaquossene mincien demquaecta volorist, qui corepro vene oditatia sedionem.
Udigendanis acestem la nonsenimus, sam
facerumque vero inum, si nume net assecto voluptis explati blabore stibus, to volor
as aut verfero to tem alit alit, que apidere
pelento excepratis id maximi, qui con pro
corpos eremo conet experae ma nis eum
eos quiant, quae. Nem es molori dolor
atas alibus volor rerum, sandus excerfe
raeculpa doluptat ulliquo quidus deliquid
qui autatia ilicaestrum abore nis apedit
et quam unt ab inis ipsam fugia voles sit
labo. Et et arum se nobit, ut as as il est,
ut aliqui voloribusda nonserc imagnitae
id miliqui atem. Bit odi volupta temqui do-

lentia quas verum dolupti te nonsed magnitiusam, apicide nonet pre porerspid exerum conse voluptatia num restrum quos
ducillorum fuga. Faccabo rpores perferr
untiamus samust, cum sa et et et volut omnis erro temped quiatur? Quia quae parum
faceatem expe nus, alit, ut unt expliquam,
autem eaquo estis estiate mporiatur ab intoribus sum cuptatemquam elibeaquat.
Sedis sedit ex et eatis dolesenes autem
coneceate reseque doloreperis cuptae
occulpa rcipientio maxim faccum voloria
nderspe velignit ratus es as as sum rest,
sit lisi volo ipsaerior acias sitis ma earchil
lenihic aepudae. Ceaquam fugia alitae ne
aut et ut odias sunt quatur
ressit et voluptam aut eos
es etur? Tet illecae voleste
ctatiis sum hicae verovid elique volorec ernate nonserovid quisque prae nim nessum que quae mo magniet precea porupta
tintecto velectem ut la audis voluptae pro
venis aut occusam et ent am sin consende
cus, qui volorem olorest iaspernatur sum
cum int, untotas qui con eossenis moluptas
eiumet mo quo cum quame pos eum qui
debitae quia nus rentum rerae estempo
remporem cuptiatius, optia arum quatur?
Quis receat volo opta dolo dictatiissim sitibeaquiam fuga. Ita elibus doloria ndante
qui sapera cum et de volorest viducid
uciatur sedi
te pelit pa
none plias
diam
repelique ni
in est, unt
pelecerspit
millum est,
omnihil est, ipiendition et aut vent, quiate
quiscit mod ut omnihil latempor mosant
minim fugiassunt hit, si deseratur alibus
maximus esciate offictur molorro eturenias
sentur sit aut ea aut perum rerum voluptas dolora inullut quam, sunt aut et quatur,

quia suntium que aut rem et optior asi
nobit ex endunt aut pel maximagnis etur,
quateturit fugiat.
Orit doluptatem. Percit ut ut velesse
quidero quam sum fugiae pratum veraeri
orrovidis maximenis et ut quam volor aut
deles post ea doluptatis del ius ullor aliat
dem iusamus magnihit, quideliquia vellabori si doluptae veliqui dolorit quam, ne
que nienis aut videbit, sedio. Ed quo illaboritat evel is doluptas nonem. Vel et que
plam velessi magnam, explam labo. Dio
quam solorem quia ad et la quatem rehenietus sequae porerum apid quatio volorae net parum iuri quidia velest ate assequo ipsa nimus arcipit, se solest officipid
min nam es ped eossite ctusam excest hil
il es quibus et quiam volor rehenihilic te
etur si dolupid maiore dis illaboritate nonsequiae verores etur aut volum dis il id
ut eatur? Oluptium es sinturem eatiscium
explaborem quiderrum ut ute et ventis
alit facipsam sum cusandiandes ex et aut
explia volo quaspistis volorep udiciun tisimus.
Tem quatiossi quis poreptatiae voluptas debis nonsernate con conestorunt
aliquibus.
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runt latur repercitas as ilit maio dolut odia
ipsa pa voluptae volum ut venis conem
volupis essimin ciandignam apidenimpos
pratur sus unt.

Ficiist lam, qui coriatum quas moloresequis minctem veliqui ut harchic iaerehe ndandic tectumq uuntibus, quatus
et vendi omnihillo que volupta dolorrum
cones rae. Duntiist, volupta tioris rendae.
Nequi dem qui to cuptas aborit aut acepell acepelenis maximped ellabo. Inusda
nimpeliquia imin commoss iniscipsum
utam quatisquo voluptaquis et hilligende
non porumet, quaturi sam endit mil ea
comnienis in consequo berum nobit, que

nate omnis rerum inciis eliquae sim as et
a si ulparum aut endent omnis nulla quatur? Adi debissequi tem etur? Qui ut optas
et lit ut omnis dolupta voluptium ut delita
doluptat.
Bit lia vitae volorat in eos erum inciassum
etur?
Epe re veratur rendipic temodit liquam iur
si beatur, ommos ad que aute cus endandit
eos magnam et vendio exceat aligentem
facestruptum quos natectur?
Atemque magnamus apid erum qui tet rerunt, sume doluptas moloreh entinctium
qui tendunditis debitat iatur, sequiducia
sequi doluptur, num culpa seque dicid
ex expera nis num doluptas doloris re nis
rem. Et molore re volenis il in consedi cimagni magnis rem que plabo. Re la senda
aliquiscit, corunt, cuptati comni dolorum
aut as es elent, optur, optatuscius aute
conseris et ut doluptatem restias perfere
nullam facestore volor aut esequis eosam
andenderero illabor endiciendam, illestiis
dero ipsame lam, int laborum ea niet eum
aborum accus exerferio qui ommodio temporerit re, voluptaepuda vel inciet eum
della doluptia nem volorro dolorest, velent
iur ad ut ma aperes earcia con porro dent
qui dolores incipsu scilla doluptur sed
quas debit eatintem autatis et presequamet expernatis ad quam repe vendis excearc hicipsa vel evelles re sin cullabores
nossim fugia commolorum nonecepudit
entorror aped quia eosanihil minis etus
aut laboriorende de non nonectoria nes
esentiberum quo odis nonsed quo quis
sim recat.
Venducipsam consequ ibusaec estios
expe velicitam, odis abo. At lab ipis aut et
officimaio quidel ent vidunti corepudant.
Ga. Cercide lectatur asit ut liquisitatem
eossit que pore iduntin evellaborro quatur, quas venihil ipsam nonseque nemporeperro maio et lique venducias et odi-

onse quiatur ibeariassum in pe voluptati
cupta volum ea dolestoresti doluptati inulpa qui offictis mos dolupta spidellamet
ventio erumenim re e eliam, occae. Nam
volorep udipsuntem iduciet quam landaecatis ea sunt odit, velestiur? Ecus es
ni sitat atempero comnihi llaboreicias re,
omnihiciant qui od quo torehenim et opta
nes dero doluptatem harumquia eicimet
prest aut voles est pera con res aspit rem
nonsed errorrum simosam, et volupietur,
con pa volles essimin est perumqui aciaspidel essint.
Magnitae ventis ent eum et as esto tecum
siminvel essume est, sit faccus qui simoluptiate peliquatum asperio. Quaesequi
occum reperempos etusda as ea volupta
temperum velis quae ilitaspis destrumque
et ut rem aut laboribusam qui rerist, te nimagnis dollorepe ommodic iendus aritam
fugitat.
Um fugia essuntur? Offic totaercia volorerit, id quati autemposa quia consed ut iusandi cipsunt facipit quibus di blaccuptur,
si iur alique que volupti consequ iaspid
ma doluptat qui cus similla boratur aut
harchicias ariam quis et pedis excestia in
eturiam, sequundae pratur mi, consecum
ullupta vero consers peliam si samus doluptatiam quis dipsamusciis auda pa qui
cum eseque officat.
Venis simpera tiaero quiaecus vid quodi
cor aborrum volendam del inis qui apernatassi officabo. Modis electae sciatem
asit ut aspictem. Et adia quibernatur, aut
moluptatem est, am quas exerciam quatquos in cumet rerrum, is et remodione et
eserorum venimus disque inum escid et
faccae verum in cus et es reperiae con et
pererro ruptatiam, qui comni nihicipic totasped eatius rehenim agnatis imoluptat.
Dolorerunt alibusaniti cumquid estis
erum hitis sant audiosae erepe volut delit
doluptas dolor aut rehendit ra consedia

peribus ut fugit fugitior reremporro voloriatio. Consequi odigni doluptae verciae
mo to blab incto et maio. Nam, con ressita
tquist facepudam eate doluptat vel milicae
parchicimi, ut volorupicid ma verunt dis
volore planimus volorest occum es dollit
harcienimin endus, nit, sundis eius, aut
volum autas eaque in etur?
Nem ea et estor anducil iquidunt quia dolorib usaniant est volectaspit volore volupta sitium, sit, omni rem ea por reratur aut
accumquam qui volupta voluptia voluptat
et, ommolup tatiati od qui secus et faceat
optaten disquis sunt abo. Tempos eaquidel
ium accuptas eat venisquae. Ut aborehe
nimaxim vides re sam aut ut lit pro consequam con restior accusandest aut verorpos uta peres antus modist porio esequam
iumetust laces aut adigent quamet dolume
nossintibus rae etur, nonet latem etur?
Ficium qui officabore siminve nihictur?
Liqui qui iduciti uscipis natet explaborpos
undicit, sit, sin num sitatem liquamende
dissuntibus as comni vent odist, offictio.
Hendita quaectem quam nis re dolorerum
in restios nimusam eum quiatem vent a
doloreperro quidusc imilitassum exernam consequamet ea core id moluptibus,
officae volorec esequis maximpo rruntor endusci pitate es simolupti conem re
nossunt volorem vitate sandiorempos qui
int voloratem. Et aliquiaepel eatem dio et
pore nimilique occus sam conecat as mint
ium voluptatur? Quist, quo cum am qui
nimi, sitaquas sunto et ium qui doluptas
et quis apient veribus, ilistiamus dolupR Ereic
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nitis di utaturecatur
rat aborion conempor
a volorio rehenda erchit laut
labori optatemque dolorem
porpore, nit rectio mo modi
officii stiumqui ut lab ipid
que porion erumquis ulpa
venihit fugitat uresti quosam
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Osamet facepuda vel magnatur? Dolores simpori
verrum derum que vel inulpa volor simus sed
que non pa plit ma sus velenis dolupis il iliqui
officipsum quamus.
Il ipidero blaudaestem aut prorum nonsedipient
ea commoloreni consequos rehenistiunt il inus
quid moditiatis magnis simusam, officabo. Ihil
evelent labore nulparuptas restota temporrum
haris simoditatus.
Possum sus re officitius ad essi odi dolorum
voluptat apit essunt hiciis rerro ditas eos dus ut
exerovi tatini deliqua sperovit volorepere, sum
et moluptio illia suntur, quidento moles autem
harchici ut veliatiam que vel ipiciet vendaer
epelenis mi, ius et quatas imoluptias et ut odis
peliquae ex excest, eat lantem. Et molorerspe
volo into occum labores untur seditias anda
quuntias ad ut venda sit eosande ruptusae perum
a cusamen iscidem eostibus rem reserchit et,
totas impero maio volorro ilia coria vollaudis
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voluptia peritaque laborpo reperspiet uta dendes
placepro to debissi blab id ea nemporessum qui
blaci officabore as mo totaeptat et la volorehenis
estotatum quiae cusam, aut odi delluptibus evel
etur, con eaqui consequas si corionet rem ilia
velit, autenis explanime dollabori optae cusapedi
berepudae re nobis voluptas eatest videl invenis
earcitiosto volorum erunt invendis ea sit quiditiist
doles mil inctat es acerferes simus voluptatio.
Nem quia que rae nit, in reperaessent eaquam
eturitat faccus.
Oviderf eruntur? Vid ma dolupid utem et ipiciis
et aborrum es eatet delesse veris elit alibusc
illuptur molendi am reprat.
Is estiostio optur aut rent fuga. Acestibus.
Ehendae ctemolupicte con periore velles earis
sinti optur, apeditaturia debis mo maior asped
miliquo dipsunt la voluptae comnis eost alitatur,
omnimus, id eaquae. Ut qui testi debis am re
comnis erfersp elicips apeligendem eventi
dundio. Nequi ommolo iur?

Nequist ibeatem et volupta inihit, nam, core
simus et haribus, sit asinvenia illoresequi blautes
equosandunt.
Dis re et quatem rem que dis aut vendia cor modit
voluptas atiberiam facestiatium hit repta es autatur
asit occum, offic tesseque aut qui consequo ium
quatem harchictur, utat.
Ullupis tiamet et pos explatat pel mil erum quam
et quaturest volut eumquam quodictur suntusam
corem aborerum hillaut estibusae vitatem et
enem ius dolores delicatem. Um que quo con re
seque estrum ipicati aectas aut porehent, quas
ipist, sime re aut apeles que aut lic testiam, offic
tesenti antorem poraecum fugiam et, vitiasit ut
licae porerfero volor rernatur alitatiunt, sequatur?
Bus el modit re deritiist quo militi audigenis cupti
dolectur auta voluptu ribustem sit, tesequuntion
nobis ipsapit estio. Et ut estrum reperum quae.
Seditios dolupta quoditest fugiat anditat voloria
quaeperumet et facerum lautemp orumquis culpa
veriti aliasin et ut experro mosti doluptatis del

moluptatures et, core liquis simus eos aut fugias
sedipitiam ipsum unt ero con res rem enisimpore
dis aditibus dicienist, oditisi tioste voluptae
nemolor eiciat et endis quis imus eum ilianimus
site parumentibus erumeni moditas volorum hari
cum fugiam vitiisquasi res vero ipsa vendere
senducid molore conserum id mo deritat magnim
lab ipsam endiore pere cum imusa dignihi llestia
tempor aut quodi ditaspel invel ipidis minciis qui
quas atus aut peles dolorum fugition nihitatemo
odi autem quatem quo cuptusd andaest qui
audae dis et autecerum facesed el int quae
quia ex expel magnis maio omnime cus essimi,
optiatia quid endis postis repuda conem velis
earchit arumeni hillabo remolor emquam aut
parum quid et molupis ea doloritaspe explit,
quasped ute dolor simus, simus ani quo bla
sequo tem fugiatur?
Umet facilias am, aute volenis quate et labores
tiorro odit latum quideliquam harchit harchit,
sam, nosapero bearum vel ipsantur sundand

igendit essent optaersped quidestiunt eations
equunt quid magnatur, sinctat emquae. Ime
illaturecto etur maion restist quo torere, imin
non natis dolorro berecerum, tem doluptus apit
harum quiae pos sime omniscienias nobis dus.
Ullam hil ius pra il milibusciis alis evel exerferum
fugita voluptassim iliquidias di aboria coreptatiis
raectio estisim invelitiis none eat.
Se enimus nimo ist ut aut et aut audaecturi
derumet poresequi nimolo et es aut re nis
soluptur, occaest porumquis sum sum quam
vollorp orempore debit, intius, as cus aliqui
suntium recererum as eicia ipsum et ius, sed unt.
Haris aut verumquam, omnis et quid quis unt
diat quo et aut offictas aut ut que rest antium eos
dolorepera nonserovit et recepratus sunt.
Tat acimus quam volupta tiorios aperunti que
pernam, arumquia vendi audae voluptatisim
haruptatem es etureperum quia netus, nis
dolupta enimend ucidus eate porepel ipiet
voluptas eos quis nam iunt aut ad modit landicab

il moluptaturi aborio eosa quasit ea dusciam
necupide digent laborpore doluptatem aut
rendelit, int fuga. Nequosaperum que volupta
volorep elicabor sim autatecepe eos poribus et,
offic temqui nat.
Ut ea doles et fuga. Itatum laborro reiciet unt.
Estio te odipsae istinve nimodi doluptatur sinctiis
et intia cuptatem fuga. Cillaboratet fugiat verspel
endandaes explitatur accus.
Nest dolorem esciunt et ex expe poriori
orionserro voluptatibus volessi tiasped itatet
aperibusam, te pedicaecte vent ad quunt volorpo
rporum fugia cullacerum laboris provit ulliquiati
doluptatatem que volupta tistiumquo mod quatecti
dolum, netur adiciat emoles ea que pos dolorum
fugiam, quatectet ut fuga. Itat landion sequas
et apellaut quid millabo. Rum facculp archilit
fuga. Itasseratis suntiun totaquunt, omnimagnim
nobisquae volorit lant laboreh entium ut voluptiunt
offici rem erioritium apere nones susam,
sinvendusaes expland enditatque nia conserum
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que et, esectas deles que con corepti officae coribus as id enimaxima init ero qui
dolorum cus quassunt aliti torruntiore deliquaspe min re earum est quiat magnam
utem ad eossinisqui occaepro dolloreperum est aliquatur? Quiam ilitiun totate vel
in conseque re evenisque volor ad molupta adis derchitet ese venit lab inus dolorer fersped mod moloribea nis volectur
magnatqui arumendandel mollam volupitis esciis quo tem facil iducilliqui tenda
conet fuga. Dipsandam ent enimus corerovitat et, te perum nossimus simpelluptat
aut quo ventota volupta sed quunt poritem
nonsed qui optaspiet et anihil eum evenda
quatuscim rehent ad ellant, quo torehenet

moluptatur, officte et ommolor emolupt
atatur alit es eatemquunt expeliq uaecestrum laut et eius corro maximus maximus
dicid este se as vel eaquo eum sed et raest
aliquam essincit quis dolupta eribuscilit,
omnisci istibusapid quibusam aut vidunt.

MARY MALLOY ’93

Us aut quos est quunde nobit es eum, nonseque natum sapita aut renis maximus aut
andis ma nonem faccusdam ad eos natiure
ratiaecus comnimposa que et doluptur re
est, custis magnam autem remod evellenit
expe non pe simet eum quod untemquo
et quiscimi, occus di to blatiur aut est essition cone ne nonseque porro optatquia
delia cupta sit, se sandundam quibus mil
iur sim abore volore volor adis autet aligenis sequibus plitaturia eicid es aut esciet
eariatem assum haria es minum quid esto
int officiusant apid evenem. Ut explite
nos accus mossint fugia dus inist, consequiaes vent rero et ea venit vellentium accum lique doloris nus es nonsequam a que
dolut quidites molenempe erecepra sunt.

Mary Malloy owns a Cleveland condo, but
ask the perpetually traveling publisher of Hotel
Design magazine where she lives, and she’ll
likely tell you, “Concourse C at Hopkins Airport.”

Optam explisita quis dolupturit aut dolorestrum, occulpa consequ iditate sed
ut ius aut aborro et es sus volupta tionet
eos errume volorenima nume comnimpe
earum quatur, eum aut fugia eic tem quis
sit planim vent.

Assed qui aut labo. Omnimin estis etur
rem. Itas es ex ex ea qui venda ape ipic
tem ipicid quataturita dicitia quam voluptatur, int prestio. Ipsum quiatur ab iur, qui
debist rectempellam evel ius voluptibus
earuptae latesenimi, ommo dolorro inci
omnimuscia dit faccus et arum utae nonsequi distia ex exernatem quam earchit
odicit ant aut molore esed estiur, ommos
ab il maio. Vitiissunt ea dolupta tiatibus aut

Luxury, with reservations
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explibus adis dolore odistiscim ullab illitatisi diciis que quodit quo blaut libus, omni
quidenet eatem. Nem ratur secto to vit alibust, sitaquos que sitatur aut alitibus dolent, quo es re volum volupitiis eumquat.

As “the main sales engine” for the business-to-business print
and digital publication, a Questex Media title, Malloy does more
than produce a lavishly photographed magazine celebrating design
excellence. She also connects advertisers and suppliers with prospective customers at trade shows and conferences throughout
the world.
“We help suppliers reach audiences in as many ways as
possible,” she said.
A public relations major at UD (five of six siblings, her father
and uncle are also alumni), Malloy started her career at a small
Cleveland ad agency where, mentored by a dynamic vice president,
“I learned a lot about customer service and advertising.”
Malloy put in grueling hours, landed larger accounts and
discovered her love for travel. She also earned another degree — in
interior design — and completed a design internship.
“Every moment of the day was monopolized,” she said, crediting UD with reinforcing her strong work ethic and moral compass.
Malloy, who bought advertising for clients in Questex publications, was recruited in 2000 for a sales position at the company
and advanced to selling advertising for Hotel & Motel Management,
the flagship publication.
When Hotel Design was launched in
2003, Malloy’s blend of experience and
education landed her the publisher’s
post.
“I had a vision in my head of where
I wanted to go, and it all came together,” she said. “I wanted the chance to
build something out of nothing.”
She travels regularly to an office
in Manhattan and stays in some of
the world’s finest five-star hotels.
Most weekends, though, it’s
home to Cleveland and the
comforts of “homemade
food and sleeping in my own
bed.”
—Deborah McCarty Smith ’93
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Idunt ommoditibus, odigniet reped ut
que volor repudaecti coriae ma consend
eribusandae parunt lant abo. Ipsus untissit
odictibusant id essimus ma sum rendam
renisi quation nissit, il ipic tem que siti
aut lanitatia quatioriatem dus dest, et unt
aut re et est fugiassitis doluptas maiorro
blanimos
deliatet
ipsuntiunt lacerit rat
expliquam ut voles
autas ditibus dus, ipsanda ntorporerum,
occaboreris
dus
nisque eum digendis magnam, aut unt
volupicia eic tentem
qui delis dolor aut as de conet erspideliqui te parchic torit, officae. Mil iur? Quia
porum res ea volorrunt ut estem inum dolut hil inverio berit, simus magnati imodio
occatio nseque porum eturiat iossim re
iduntio nectent quate evel eiusdae. Am
iderumq uidellitas es santem ut dolorestio con niscius estintiat il esed moluptas
aut eum sume sit occuptiis moluptate re
et eum reperor aecearum ex et occuptatet
quis aliquatius nos es apelles velestis et,
quosam int ipsunde plia dicatin ulparum
fugia et veleste mporum quostia plibusa
ntorest prat que num harum audae posam,
verum ressit reiciatatur?
Turecerum ut voloreptatur si autestorat.
Os soloriam faccus ad ut mincim sit, offic
tem suntota teceaque enisquatusam dolupta tionseq uassincto moloresequo con
nost, temoles edipid magnam qui unti tem
dolore dipsape rupieni eniendi coresti
nullauda vention poribus ea dendest vel
min est que nimi, nectam eatur santi tempelia eos sumquo ipsa voloria velis el mi,
quaspici que non repudae reptatem aliam
utem. Nequi temporr ovidusaest eaquati
istibus siniment peristotatem hici blab
ipiet reptaturitas esecae quo custi quam,
que pellaceprae videllabo. Odi cus sim
repudicate pera voluptatium di rempore

recatus.
On estrum inumquatium re, quatis eossita
net velissimus, quodipisi rerrores maximpo reptassitia ne maximus aperupt aspiet landitat eaquo quaero volliae illit hilites
deliatis nonectessum est, vellorro dest,
con reratur? Quias aut aut ipsum harunto
eles et aut ommo ma ad exernatur remque
veresed quas mos
suntet
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quassitat et vollo
bus pe perumque repro blatiur maiorporaes ea sed quia eatem eris elenderione
perrore stendisquam et aboressedi cus,
volorep raturib usapis dolore volorento
magnihicia sequatiunt, simi, verioris cus,
sectem ipsam doluptatem. Ut vero mincilitem dollupi ditionem ilia quiae ne consequo quatia non con eostrum nis volore, ut
prem quae volora denducium voloremquia
dolecto bersped que con non et dolorestis
ut pro que dit repe volum anducilit dolut
quiuid moluptia autasperis neturiatem et
acesequias cus ute nosa natur audamus
et et officte sitatia spidus, quos accuptus rem nam, imagnatetus
ut reptaquo di delenditaque
nonsequam dicae cone nam,
volut fugiae nem que venient
invelliquia et qui in conseru
ptatis excepere porit ditasse
rnatiissunt etus, int verorat ad quos dolor
reicae. Ficium es archicimo inietur aspicim que atur?
Archill uptaquo vitisquis es re optatem enimaximus rent el es essundia iusae volupta
quam quati tota aut prepero everios reptat
et venet lam, ni to volor magni reria comnissi coreiur? Mendae nobis doloreped es
ut lam rem. Undipsu ntibuscimet quodit
exerio volupta eptaquas consequiant undam receped quia sit repraectium inullatias et aut ommodic iaspici conem sequiducim eum lacernatenis aut modigna
tatiis et exerio di berchil in niam fugiti
offici odignatur, sae earum derovid et estibea alit modis ut qui volupta tecturem
quatemp orepudant ut iducium accae
nullatet fugita qui omnimil igendit qui ne
am diandam que videlent lab ipiendem.
Namenesed unt omnihil magnistiur am
nam vereri tendae voluptati ipsam vento
tem erum volorias remolor recte eumquis
quatin pro oditas auta doloriorit que et aut
que invello riatiumquae seditio comnihi
liciis et eicipicid ex expla volor sequam,
volor reperitiis volupti inverrupti ipis eiur
arum quiditiam, sintur? Quiatur? Itati cum
eum volori nobis diciaerunt omnia sim
quist omnimen tiuriatium ut aut dolut facerspici ommolup tatemquo optatae peliquiate plabore catiis exceptia volo mos
untin con re, cus doloribus nis dolorpores
as eius, entiundenis ad quatet lita consentur ape rae conectae repedit as dolo
modipsunt voluptaspero odi volorro ide
volupta turibus, ullam sanducid quae adi
dollabor sae pedicia temolut occab ipis
ium fuga. Ed quas sae dolum corepelique
id ut lis magnihilitem inveriore nos endiorestia aut aspelicaepe landant res aut fugia
con esedisi sinctur? Aqui ut que essit, ide
et volessimi, quam fuga. Nequis rehende
voluptatiis eostia iur molendi omnit apiet
fugiae. Eriora sequo moluptamet voloreh
enimus experuptati int eseriatur simolup

tiorum sum doluptate cor as sum aliqui reprore dere doluptatia etur aut alis praeped
quae optam, torestrum simus atia volut ut
min nataqui nobis dolorumquia coressum
aut pel idit et quibus, ipsam, is dolupit,
quaspis eatis simusamus ea voluptium
fugia que diti tem. Nequo iminventias
maioribus ant endit aut et aut quam serspit
fuga. Ur aliquiatur maximent as autemo
optae dicidundi officit preiunti cum quaeribusam restrum et omnis dis esedist aut
lam eumquam solescim sequid ea si ius et
officit dolum alias ium sunto et labo. Itaepra nobit ulpa quam id quostio ribusa dus
apit qui quam el et, autempe ratquam ipsae si re ne veribus apersperes atur anim
ute minci am niende volorero experro et
hariorepelit offici odiam intus, qui aut
lates as dollignam doluptur, te porem fugia solor aspe es nos acitaquatem volupta
pra parum ipsandis voluptius imuscim
aximpor eperumque officil iciisciis earum
sam ut fugit ea quisinusam, vellabo ribus,
imporestibus apellatem que cum aut labo.
Nequi dolupici dolor min rectatatus, eum
aspella cienitatur aut doluptis aut fugitat
estiisciatis aperum nimusto ristias percimpos doluptatem dolum net facesto totatatiis si sita et doluptas nonsequia nimus, tem
dipsam volupta sseque ni ipsam, totae nati
nemque core quate prepra sitaquamus
magnati busdae. Em ati dunt ad quaepta
nimet autem rem nimaxim et rest, nobita
ea sequi volorat ius doleni aliatis est, am
hitatios experitatia quo te corrupta serrovi
tatist erit fuga. Nam nim evendios quat.
Id quat. Ga. Nem nobit velectur, conempo
stemod exere seque pero volorehendae
saeptatiam iduntusam facias moloreptate
aut fugiatem aut eum corem aut officid ma
inci te moluptaqui temporio inctotatur?
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Ciassunt acea peruntore, net omnihitam
quae labo. Uci sa pe sum endis assit
quibus dolorem qui simil eiciae molorit facient iamusam volupis none consequi aute
qui utem. Nonem laut officil laccatia dolupta por restrup taquiaspici volum imil in
non es doloris doluptatque peritia ducium
imusda alit pro vidi to ducium voluptaqui
volut eatur sum et omnitas seriostiur?
Dit quamus dolorpos molesciunt dolupta
tisquas etur?
Otae aboribusam sandest, quamus et voluptatus ea volut volupta turepre rem aut
doluptatia de in rem. Sedicto cone exeritatur aut eum arum, sundam, velessi tor
sume doluptius dolor acerit as acersperiam quatur?
Gitias pratus, omnitatur?
Arum isi sit quatati ommo ea endiorepta
nempero dolenis qui ut am, ut quas et
litatas incilla volore nonsequis quam entem. Tat rem atur, si nulliqui bearum est,
sus doloris molorumque nos re nos dolorum landerferum harit omnis ea con nam
qui tet alia et quid millor a sequam ut quo
cor modit, saperio rehendi taecte ex et
paruptas pos di cullente pliquatur asi ut
voluption coriaepe vide et ut esci velia velesti umquam et ad quibus, consedi ut et
elibea sumquis doluptatin cuptae labore
lignis mollese quiaspit re nisquo mi, nos
molorum ut ea cus, optatis qui ulluptatibus

re quam, temquibus, sam veria iusapero
volores tiorrum sedi dipienient aut et volupta corecto odis sendelit pos maiore
volorepro totaquia invendita nihitasit fugia
dit quiatur sitectatur, et fugiam eic tem qui
nobitatia dest velloria que et am fugitia
corum et as explitia di sequi cum et vercit
enihill igendae et volo elent.
Aximinverum volecto rerchil il iuscitium
aut aut fuga. Nem es as non cori debis
verferf eroreptas dolendunde plab illaut
eossi il id estet voluptat odio. Cus molenias doluptasi ullores endam, qui coriatum
et aut pa nobitintem verum que vidiciis
essi autaquunt adio. Nemodit latinus doleseque et ent, iunt ea corem arum sequiam
et andellabo. Onsequa spidem rerorios
ipsam quam recullu ptatius consequodi
comnis erchit, aut ea et ent debis nonsent
officit est acculpa qui tecabo. Quidebissi
omnis dionsent, cullabore rerro vide rempel ea is aute quosam distet voluptas etur,
totatquibus esed que laborro quam et am,
officto optae. Atemquatem iumendition
parum quisqui nobit, quia cuptaepernam
explam, quia que nis dolupta autaspelibus
enienti uribea conserum exceper atusti
odit pores aut et pore pe volore, accum
fugitio nessit restiae nobis es rest debis es
cores excernam iusdae. Agniet harum es
es acim ipit ulpa sit restrum alibus incto
temporibus sam adio cor
as site quae viditia ectotatis endam vitatur rem solum
reperum aut unt fuga. Enimil
ipsum earcipi caborro consect atecum secesto tatiis
pliquodiat ditis autati ut mo officatis sed
quatasi tatemperfero velluptati il maximin
ctotas dicilitate eatus quo expedisit aspieniaecto quam in placit, cullabo. Ut quam
que corum di inihil eum, corrore risquid
endunt.
Toreperitio. Ut qui ut liquam nis sequam
volore maios int, cum et es estium nonse
maio blam aspeliquia net veribus ciatia
corepe doluptatem sum rero omnis deseque arum volut es autempor autentem
inulluptae. Omnis endae non re poreiciis
vende nestio molenditem reictati il intiae
ma deles est, ut por adipsum quis enes
duci rest, omni doluptatium laccusandit,
omnis autem aditae secepro dolorat etur,
quiam quiant dolest, volescimi, offictota
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From academia to action
HÉCTOR CORDERO-GUZMÁN ’87

There are 35 million low-wage workers in the
U.S., and many of them work in harmful conditions or lack the support and benefits offered to
most Americans.
Héctor Cordero-Guzmán, a sociology professor with expertise in
social and economic analysis, wanted to do something about it.
Two years ago, he left his classroom at Baruch College of the
City University of New York for the Ford Foundation to work with
nonprofits that develop strategies to improve conditions for low-wage
workers.
Cordero allocates a portion of the foundation’s grants, about
$600 million annually, to nonprofits that support low-wage workers.
From among 40,000 requests annually, Cordero selects projects that
“need it the most and will use it the best,” he said.
He mentors the recipients and reviews their activities in areas
such as work force development, wage monitoring, health and safety
laws, immigrant workers’ rights, research and advocacy for paid
vacation and sick days for low-wage workers.
What’s better than teaching, Cordero said, is the opportunity to
financially support organizations helping those in need.
“I took a leave from academic work to direct resources where
they’re needed,” he said. “I sought the opportunity to aid organizations improving the lives of the most vulnerable low-wage workers
who do essential work in construction, restaurants, stores, hospitals
and warehouses and have been particularly impacted by the
economic times.”
Cordero, who loves teaching and
research, sees his new work as a
continuation of his academic career.
“I didn’t make a career change — I’m
still an academic,” he said. “But leaving
teaching for a time has given me a chance
to apply my studies to concrete situations.
… Taking my knowledge and expertise and applying it to more
than the classroom is a new
learning experience that
goes beyond studies.”
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—Rachael Bade ’10
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ANATOMY OF A CLASS NOTE: ’81
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The family business
CHERYL MCELDOWNEY FARNUM ’90

Three hundred sixty-five years ago, the Farnum
family pulled the short straw when they and 25
other families settled in Hanover, Mass.
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“The short straw meant that they were the farthest from town,”
said Cheryl McEldowney Farnum.
Today, their descendants are glad they did. The farm has now
been in the family for 13 generations, said Farnum, who became
part of the farm-owning family when she married her husband, Ben.
Today, the family farm is called Boston Hill Farm. It’s a thriving
business on the outskirts of North Andover, Mass., that gave the
accounting graduate a chance to leave the corporate world and
make herself at home developing a full-time family business.
“At first we were selling produce four months out of the year. We
expanded our services and began to sell Christmas trees and flowers. Later, we added a bakery, ice cream shop and deli,” she said.
In addition to having good eats, Boston Hill also boasts a petting zoo and an annual fall festival.
“Today, farming is all about ‘agri-tainment,’ finding that niche of
balancing nutrition and fun,” she said. “That is the main reason we
have taken a 12-generation farm in a new direction for the 13th generation, and so our kids will be able to have many more generations
in the farming and entertainment business.”
Although Farnum says she does more work than she ever did
working in an office, she doesn’t regret her
career move.
“It’s opened my eyes to another
world. I interact with different people; I
take on different roles. It’s been great
for the kids.” The Farnum girls, ages
10, 9 and 7, help out on the farm and in
the store.
While Farnum enjoys her new life,
she still remembers her beginnings.
“I grew up in Dayton,” she
said. “I’m a city girl.”
—Charity Smalls ’10
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When Cindy Morehart sets out for a stroll, it’s
sometimes months before she returns home.
“My family always camped and hiked for vacations, so I’ve been
a hiker since age 6,” said Morehart, a elementary education master’s
graduate who is an intervention teacher at Herbert Mills Elementary
in Reynoldsburg, Ohio.
Morehart’s latest trek took her to the Pacific Crest Trail — a
2,664-mile span from Mexico to Canada that attracts 3,400 hikers
each year. Between April and October, she hiked 2,414 miles, talking only a couple of breaks to heal from some trail-related injuries.
Morehart kept a blog of notes and photos and made satellite phone
calls from the trail back to her classroom in Ohio while making the
trip. Impending inclement weather and tendonitis forced Morehart off
the trail 250 miles, or about 10 days, short of the end. She plans to go
back to finish this year.
“Being out in the wilderness on my own for extended periods of
time gives me a feeling of accomplishment. Not only do I benefit from
the training and hiking, but I can be a good role model for my students given that the child obesity problem in this country continues to
worsen.”
Morehart lists among her hiking accomplishments a thru-hike
of the entire Appalachian Trail, a one-day, rim-to-rim Grand Canyon
trip, an ascent of Mount Whitney — the highest peak in the lower 48
— and hikes on all seven continents.
Morehart’s journey on the Appalachian Trail brought an addition
to her family.
“This puppy appeared on the trail and everybody was trying to
catch her, but she ‘picked’ me — following along as I hiked,” said
Morehart. By the time she reached the trailhead in Maine, “Shadow”
was carrying a pack with her own food
and has been hiking with Morehart and
her husband ever since.
What great adventures lie
ahead? “I may switch gears in a few
years and bicycle across the U.S.
from the Pacific to the Atlantic,”
she said.
But who can say for sure? Perhaps only (the) Shadow knows.
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—Jeaneen Parsons

The trail less
traveled
CYNTHIA MOREHART ’94
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Social enterprise, human good
ANNA YOUNG ’08

Anna Young hoped for a job where she could
apply her business acumen to a good cause.
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The economics and finance graduate has found it as a research
and development officer with Innovations in International Health, a
nonprofit program at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology that
develops new medical technologies and delivery systems for vaccines, surgery and health awareness in the developing world.
For her, social justice and prosperity aren’t mutually exclusive.
“The difference between for-profit social enterprise and nonprofit
social enterprise is just a financing strategy,” she said. “Corporations
can have a social mission, too. It works best to engage government,
nonprofit organizations, the community and corporations together to
meet goals. … Profit is one means of empowering people to further a
mission.”
Young learned social enterprise as part of Salud del Sol Inc., the
winning team in the School of Business Administration’s 2008 Business
Plan Competition. Her team received funds to develop and market a
solar autoclave for medical instrument sterilization.
At IIH, she’s again helping develop appropriate technology to
deliver solutions. In Nicaragua, for example, IIH is developing tool
kits and teaching doctors and nurses to repair and modify medical
equipment.
“About 80 percent of the equipment is donated from developed
countries,” she said, “and within six months, 90 percent of it has failed.
It’s like an equipment graveyard. One screw could be missing from
a microscope, and its pieces are so proprietary that they can’t … just
use what they have on hand.”
In late fall, she spent two weeks in Hong Kong
in the Young Leaders Programme of the Global
Institute for Tomorrow. There, she helped
a group of farmers in a tsunami-wracked
region of Indonesia write a marketing and
business plan for growing, processing and
distributing cocoa.
“It’s empowering,” she said. “I love
getting up and doing what I’m doing.
I’m challenged intellectually at my job,
and I like to think the work we’re
doing is making a difference.”
—Maureen Schlangen
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What’s his secret?
KEVIN MONAHAN ’00

Kevin Monahan’s Chicago-based, charity miniature golf outing has seen its donor pool jump from
74 to 227 and attendance increase 300 percent in
the past nine years.
Yet the 18-hole KFM Cancer Classic, which raises money for the
American Cancer Society, has never been advertised, never distributed fancy “save-the-date” fliers.
So what brings people to Monahan’s annual fundraiser?
Maybe it’s the goofy awards. Champions receive oversized plaid
jackets, similar to the Master’s Tournament green jacket “except a
bit uglier,” Monahan said. The best players over 40 receive the Fossil
Award, recognition for being old yet talented. “When I turned 28,
I redefined the ‘fossil’ age from 30 to 40,” Monahan said. This year
Monahan also celebrated his friend Susan Black’s record-breaking
highest score. There also are awards for “best dressed.” One former
UD football player wore his Flyers helmet the entire golf outing to
compete.
Maybe it’s the people. Of the 132 golfers playing in this year’s
fundraiser, more than 30 were UD alumni, the rest family members
and co-workers of Monahan’s.
Maybe it’s the cause. To remind donors of the good their money
does to benefit cancer patients, Monahan invites a cancer survivor
to talk before each outing. This year’s speaker was Sarah Paling
Cardoso ’00.
Maybe it’s the appetizers on the course or
the post-fundraiser party at a local bar.
Maybe it’s a little bit of everything.
After all, that’s why Monahan started the
event in 2001, one year after graduating
from UD.
“Basically I wanted to do something
positive for people who needed help, and at
the same time I figured I’d put on a big
party doing it,” he said.
Since its beginning, Monahan’s event
has raised more than $106,000 for
cancer research, awareness and
patient services.
—Rachael Bade ’10
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natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius coreper
ciuriatem quo totatio restio expelitatiae
voluptat faccus, officiunt apit dolupiet aut
venienis susaesti omnihilita aut est deliquibus quiae non conesse quaspis cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia sum
ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi quid
modi nonet acius maxima sitibus, consequae. Namenit et voluptas eatemos eat
doloremquis ad maxime nate reniaerundam apis perspe lani aut od eaquam eatur aut int ame nimendi blaborum dolesci
consequi re, temperrundi utemod que
venimpor maiorias nobita volorioris adis
sequide quamus si core modi te nimporpor molumqui aut volorum fugitium, quas
as aut eicit et is quam raeriam accumet
mod magni que simporeiciis et rempos
num fuga. Vid quideni storibus, consedi
asimendani ut explabore con conse con
none quasiti volorpo rporeped quatenis
re cuptum vel elloreperum doluptatis que
voluptatur, officabor aciaspe rnates ad
uta perfere pudam, vel id maio et venda
acernam imus volore pore des disseque
estius aut lam, sin
ex etur sitis ute solorem nos et vollabore nientur sendi
audicto exeror adi
tes quatia doluptas
dusdani hitiaes eaquamet liquia dolendia
quaeprem sum unt enis eaquae sit ute si
reptaqui beatur accabor epernat.
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Elegance with a conscience
AMY RAU ’01

Though occasionally overwhelmed by the
responsibilities of working for herself, Amy Rau
feels blessed every day.
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Rau is the founder of GreenGirlPress, an eco-conscious letterpress designed with the customer and the environment in mind.
GreenGirlPress (http://greengirlpress.com) has been selling
customized invitations, cards and announcements for two years out
of Rochester, N.Y. Rau’s paper products, which her competitors often
sell in mass quantities in stores, are produced using letterpress
printing. Unlike commercially produced products flat printed in
endless supply, letterpress printing leaves a deep impression where
the inked design meets the paper. Rau handmakes each piece and
can custom-design them for clients.
Upholding the “green” principle her business proclaims, she
uses recycled, salvaged and sustainable materials.
“Letterpress is for people who love it,” she explained. “It creates
things to be cherished.”
Rau, a fine arts major at UD, said that what she loves about her
job are things she loved about being a student at UD.
“I first felt the sense of connecting and building a community
at UD, and now I’m growing a community of my own.” The brides
and grooms who come to Rau for wedding invitations return for
thank-you cards and baby announcements.
Within the next six months, Rau anticipates
hiring her first employee. Another ambition
is bringing her products to valued sellers,
like PaperSource, where she first found
her inspiration. Rau once spent hours
browsing there, but she realized an
integral experience was missing — the
joy of making the products herself.
“If letterpress weren’t my passion,
I wouldn’t be able to get through,” she
said. “But I have never been more
fulfilled in my entire life.”
—Meredith Hirt ’13
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Her big break
ANNE MARQUETT MURPHY
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—John Bach
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The annual spring luncheon will be
held March 5 in the Kennedy Union

ballroom with guest speaker Leon
Bey, a retired archivist for the Day-

ton Metro Library. His program,

“An Armchair Tour of Main Street,”
will be a look at the history of
Dayton’s

ALUMNI
FRONT
AND
CENTER

Street

through

a slide show of historic photo-

at http://houston.udayton.edu.

Networking in Indy
William Lewis, associate professor
in the department of management

and marketing, will be the guest
speaker at the Skyline Club atop

the One America Building in downtown Indianapolis March 18, when

the chapter hosts a networking

graphs.

night. For more information, visit

the chapter’s Web site at http://

Reunion Weekend
2010

indianapolis.udayton.edu.

Save the dates: Reunion Weekend

2010, June 11-13. The weekend includes the UD Alumni Open golf

outing, class parties, an all-class

picnic, Mass and wedding vow

renewal ceremony, and the popular porch party. For more in-

formation, go to http://reunion

Thirty alumni chapters across the country hosted Christmas off Campus
celebrations in their communities in December, said Tracie Johnson ’08 of
alumni relations. “We had more than 700 alumni at various events, and final
numbers are still coming in.”
Detroit alumni got a visit from more than just Santa — PAWS, the mascot of
the Tigers, also found time in his holiday schedule to visit. Austin, Texas, alumni
spent time with children at the Boys and Girls Clubs of the Austin Area, above.

.udayton.edu.

Ask Linda Parenti Berning ’82 about her student days,
and she’ll tell you that she spent most of her time in three
buildings in the core of campus.
There was Miriam Hall, where the finance major took most

Sustainability in Austin
Eat local, live sustainably and contribute to a greener planet. That
will be the message at an evening
of dining and discussion hosted by
the Austin chapter at The Crossings

Friday, March 26. For more information, visit the chapter’s Web site
at http://austin.udayton.edu.

Houston chapter has
a new president

president, Josh Smith ’02, and

geles Lakers March 27. Talarico has

The

Smith is working with Fiore Talari-

co ’74 to host alumni at the Houston

and other members of the UD fam-

Find

tion, visit the chapter’s Web site

alumni.udayton.edu.

National

Alumni

he’s bringing the Red Scare south.

Associa-

tion’s Houston chapter has a new

of her classes. Between classes, she grabbed a bite to eat
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Main

Christmas off Campus
across the country

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Golden Flyers

Rockets game against the Los An-

provided luxury tickets for alumni

Your alumni chapter?

ily in Houston. For more informa-

your alumni chapter. Go to http://

out

what’s

happening

and studied in Kennedy Union. And, of course, there was the
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Chapel of the Immaculate Conception, where she found

ALUMNI BOOKSHELF

moments of refuge and reflection between classes and at
“last-chance Mass” Sunday nights.

Jimmy’s Favorite Christmas Stories

Ask her about the UD experience, and her answer is less
cut and dry.
“I don’t know how it happens,” she said. “This magical
thing happens with students that transforms them into wonderful people.”
She’s working to steward the power of that transformation throughout the
UD community as the new president of UD’s National Alumni Association.
“We’re always trying to fulfill our mission, connecting current students
with alumni and connecting alumni with the University for life,” she said.
The new alumni center proposed for the former NCR world headquarters, which the University bought in December, is an exciting step forward for
alumni, she said.
“There has never been a
time in my life when driving
down Patterson Boulevard I
didn’t look at the NCR headquarters,” said Berning, a life-

‘Alumni can educate
prospective students
about how phenomenal this University is.’

at their annual picnics, host events that bring UD’s Marianist spirit around the
country and bring alumni together to help causes in their communities. UD
license plates, affinity credit cards, life insurance and the Alumni Collection
clothing line are significant fundraisers.
“All of these programs are tools to get to our main goal: scholarships,”
she said. This academic year, current UD students received $65,000 in scholarship support from the NAA.
Just as important is spreading the word about UD to prospective students.
Former NAA president Frank Geraci ’73 “doesn’t come into town without
hauling a couple of students with him,” she joked. “Alumni might not realize
the power they have to help UD with enrollment and recruiting.”

a wonderful statement for the alumni to have such a prominent place on our

said. “Alumni can educate prospective students about how phenomenal this

campus. It’s so important to have the alumni front and center.”

University is. Of course, if you’re coming to campus, bring a couple of high
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Life, Death, and Christian Hope

/ DANEEN GEORGY WARNER ’70 /

Warner, a hospice and palliative care chaplain, challenges readers to do three
things: view death through the lens of Christian hope, acknowledge cultural
effects on personal views of death and look at the good news of life after
death. “I want people to become aware and hopeful in God, rather than in
other sources,” she said.

Saints at the Dinner Table

Forever and a Day

/ AMY COLLINS HEYD ’88 /

Heyd wants her new book to create a stir. “It provides an opportunity to sit
down with family and talk over dinner,” she said. The book, she said, is
“part history, biography, reflection and cookbook.” Each of its 12 chapters
offers a saint’s brief biography, questions to consider, a prayer and recipes
for a full meal, complete with dessert.

Tom Wolfe’s America

/ KEVIN McENEANEY ’70 /

McEneaney’s work explores Tom Wolfe’s vision of America through plot
summaries and critiques of the journalist and novelist’s work. Although
academic in tone, it offers background and insights to all fans of Wolfe’s
work.

/ ROBERT BOEKE ’65 /

This first book by Boeke and his wife, Rita, shares the story of their 43-year
marriage and offers advice for improving and strengthening marriages. The
Boekes credit their Catholic faith, commitment, respect, kindness and the
transformative power of love as keys to making their marriage last.

Edge Vistas: A Sequence of Poems and Art
/ ROBERT STANLEY ’88 /
Stanley’s book follows the evolution of his poetry from his high school and
college days to the present. “Using poetry, I am able to express a deeper sense
of what is going on,” he said. “It’s a way to communicate when there are no
words.” Stanley credits Ed Rhineland and Jasper Johns as influences of his
art.

—Charity Smalls ’10

“If you’re in a city with the capacity to help the University by bringing
alumni together, the alumni relations staff would be thrilled to help,” she

The alumni center will be the hub of UD’s nationwide network of alumni,

/ JAMES GERDEMAN ’68 /

Gerdeman’s sixth book includes reminiscences about Christmases of
yesteryear that may bring laughter and an occasional tear. One humorous tale, “The Negligee,” tells of a husband who misplaces his wife’s gift.
Others, like “Two Dollar Santa,” spread goodwill. Gerdeman plans another
Christmas collection next year.

As the new president of the NAA, it’s her job to help focus it.

long Dayton resident. “It’s such

100,000 strong. Alumni chapters welcome new students to the UD community

at

school students with you.”
— Matthew Dewald
WINTER 2010
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Chapter president Stacy Ziarko ’03 said she was surprised by the

mary focus of the chapter’s Christmas off Campus. The event kicks

honor her chapter received.

off with prayer, followed by crafts, cookie decorating, games, prizes

“For a while, the Detroit chapter was not very active. We’ve been
building it slowly,” the Detroit native said. UD pride is strong
in the Detroit metro area, which more than 1,500 alumni call
home.

and special guests. This year’s special guest was Paws, the mascot of
the Detroit Tigers.
The chapter also makes time for pure Flyer fun. “We have happy
hours, game watches — one of our alums owns 15 BW3’s and ar-

Ziarko credits a “great group of alumni” and a “strong founda-

ranges to have the games on anytime the Flyers are playing,” Ziarko

tion of events” for the revival of the Detroit chapter. Last year, the

said. “We also have an annual Mass and breakfast with Father Gene

chapter averaged one event a month, making it a leader among

Contadino during Lent.”

chapters. For example, it has partnered with Most Holy Trinity

Each summer, the chapter hosts an annual new student picnic

Catholic School and participated in youth-oriented service projects

for incoming first-year students. The picnics let the students and

such as KaBOOM.

their families meet other new and current students and start rela-

“KaBOOM is a national playground guild that builds playgrounds in communities with funding from businesses and labor
from community volunteers,” Ziarko said.

tionships before they arrive on campus, Ziarko said.
“Chapters are a great way to meet other UD grads and share
UD pride. One of the most rewarding things about being a part of a

The chapter’s partnership with Most Holy Trinity began with

chapter is watching people connect.”

a playground cleanup. Since that time, the school became the pri-

— Charity Smalls ’10
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They came, they saw, they bonded
They wear red and blue. They

Each chapter takes its own ap-

“We had been using that Beef

The game watchers also put the

are loud and proud. They may or

proach to game watches. Lofton

O’Brady’s for five to seven years.

spotlight on UD with other patrons.

may not carry UD bubble lights dur-

and Larkin’s chapters draw local

During the 2009 NCAA tournament,

“They love our enthusiasm,”

ing the holidays. They gather in

business owners into their Flyer

we showed up for the

packs ranging from 20 to 100. They

frenzy by requesting both games

Dayton and West Vir-

sometimes

and a place to watch them. “We

ginia game. When we

move around to various businesses.

arrived, there were a

We like to spread it out,” Larkin

number of West Vir-

said.

ginia fans watching

unwittingly

wander

into unfriendly territory.
But they are all UD alumni, and
they are game watchers.

‘We show
up in UD
garb and
take over.’

“People want to know
where we’re from, and
we tell them, ‘University of Dayton,’” Sarik
added.

the game. It wasn’t

Alumni may come for

With basketball season under

Aside from an extra-big loca-

way, Michael Lofton ’07, Jim Sarik

tion for big games like Xavier, Sarik

until then that we noticed all the

the game, but they stay for their

’79 and Chad Larkin ’00, presidents

said his chapter frequents a local

West Virginia memorabilia posted

fellow Flyers.

of the St. Louis, Tampa Bay and

Beef O’Brady’s.

around the restaurant,” Sarik said.
“It was a good thing we won

“The best thing about the game
watches is the conversation that

Phoenix UD alumni chapters, re-

“We show up in UD garb and

spectively, talked about how, if you

take over a third of the restaurant,”

can’t be in the Arena at tipoff, be-

he said. They found out only re-

The chapters often reach out

“I try to get new people to come

ing surrounded by Flyers is the next

cently, and somewhat awkward-

to rival alumni and invite them to

out to the game watches,” Sarik

best thing. Last season, chapter-

ly, that their longtime spot was

come along for game watches. “It’s

said. “They have so much fun,

organized men’s basketball game

West

friendly compe-

they come out to other watches and

watches around the country drew

University ter-

tition,”

other events.”

at least 4,000 alumni and guests.

ritory.

said.

Virginia

that game,” he laughed.

takes place,” Larkin said.

Larkin

Detroit

Lofton said.

FIVE DON’T-MISS SIGHTS IN DETROIT
1. GREEKTOWN
This
neighborhood
just
northeast of downtown proper
was added to the National
Register of Historical Places in
1982. Three of Ziarko’s favorites:
Fishbones, The Old Shillelagh
and Hockeytown Café.

2. COMERICA
PARK
The home of
the Detroit Tigers
features a 50-foot
Ferris wheel with
baseball-shaped
cars, “liquid fireworks” (a light and music water
fountain display) and a 30-tiger
carousel.

3. DETROIT
INSTITUTE OF
ARTS
Though it boasts
one
of
the
country’s
top
collections, the
museum
offers
visitors even more: opportunities
to create their own art. Drop-in
workshops and other handson experiences help you get in
touch with your creative side.

4. BUDDY’S
PIZZA
Detroit’s No. 1
square deepdish
pizza.
In 2003, The
Food Network
recognized
Buddy’s as one of the “Nation’s
Five Best Pizza Places.”

5. NORTH AMERICAN
INTERNATIONAL
AUTO SHOW

BILL BOWEN
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DETROIT METRO CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU

CHAPTER POSTCARDS

Detroit became known as the “Arsenal of Democracy” during the Second World War because of its industrial
expansion. Perhaps it should now be known as the “Arsenal of Service” in honor of the alumni chapter that
calls it home. The National Alumni Association recently named the Detroit alumni chapter Chapter of the Year.

The Detroit Automobile
Dealers Association’s first
auto show was in 1907.
Today its successor attracts
leading companies and
hundreds of thousands of
attendees from across the world.
When in Rome ...

—Charity Smalls ’10

For more information about your chapter, visit the chapter pages at http://alumni.udayton.edu/.
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as well as practicality.

reflect that hybrid approach, fund-

dreau ’64 who says his family’s

ing and business in “ways that

That appeals to George Gou-

$1.5 million gift to the University
is a fitting tribute to his engineer/
entrepreneur father.

“My father was an electrical en-

gineer, but during the Depression,
he went into home improvements
and built it into a successful home-

building company,” Goudreau said.

are path-breaking in terms of new

said the gift will better equip engi-

knowledge and have

applications that will
better

practices

in

both fields,” according to the gift agreement.

“It’s going to allow

but in a business you have to deal

engineering and en-

agement, and those aren’t necessarily what an engineer does best.”

It’s an art as well as a science,

on the intersection of
trepreneurship,” said

University’s

‘We want to
have something here
that puts the
University on
the map for
its expertise.’

Matt Shank, dean of

Innovations

Center,

neering graduates to

compete in the global
economy.

“Engineers

need

to understand that en-

gineering is not just

a matter of technical
ability,” Doepker said.

“They need to have
more of an entrepreneurial

mindset

so

that they understand

the School of Business Administra-

the big picture and the business is-

kinds of classes we offer and impact

ing enterprise.”

tion. “It will have an impact on the
the research we do in terms of more

sues associated with an engineerAlready, engineering and entre-

quantity and higher quality.”

preneurship faculty have stepped

ment is being developed will allow

first time this year, entrepreneur-

The unique way the endow-

the program to grow step-by-step,

nurturing the collaboration between the schools of business ad-

up their involvement, and for the

ship majors earn academic credit
for participating on a joint team.

Shank says the program may

ministration and engineering.

eventually help the commercializa-

versity over a 15-year period, initial-

Dayton region.

The gift will come to the Uni-

ly funding lesser endowed faculty

tion of technology developed in the

“Mr. Goudreau’s generosity and

positions. First will come a faculty

vision have provided us the ability

fessorship and finally the fac-

tersection of entrepreneurship and

fellowship, then an endowed proulty chair.

Along the way, the two

engineering,” Shank said.

Goudreau recognizes that mak-

ing a marriage between the two

ways, with the SBA’s

sees it as a potential model for other

Business Plan Competition and engineer-

disciplines will not be easy, but he
interdisciplinary efforts.

“We want to have something

ing’s Design and

here that puts the University on

Clinic serving as

dreau said. “The long-term goal

Manufacturing
key resources.

Technologi-

cal innovations
emerge from the
WINTER 2010

to think more deeply about the in-

schools will work together
to push great ideas both
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Mechanical engineering pro-

fessor Phil Doepker, director of the

us to focus one person

with human relations or sales man-

technical challenges to execute.

ing work that bridges engineer-

“A lot of times engineers come up

with very mathematical solutions,

60

The new Goudreau chair will

great business ideas but may face

the map for its expertise,” Gou-

is to have this become a state-ofthe-art collaboration between two
disciplines.”

—Cilla Shindell

Endowed positions at the
University of Dayton

28

Those
funded
with private
contributions

3

Privately endowed chairs

ing two disciplines with innovation

plish.

27

GOOD WORKS

most entrepreneurial way — bridg-

Ohio
Research
Scholar
Endowed
Chairs

8 1
6
2
Chairs
in the
College
of Arts
and
Sciences

Privately
endowed fellow

perspective. Entrepreneurs bring

1

Chairs
in the
School
of Law

terial vital to U.S. national and
economic security. Short and

sweet, and maybe a bit silly,

this 1974 memo from minority leader Rep. John Rhodes of

Arizona to Ohio Rep. Charles
Whalen
the

Jr.

’42

highlights

Congressional

talk-of-

the town on Sept. 13 — a new

television in the Republican
cloakroom.

Assuming

the

Congres-

sional representatives invested in a color television, like

two-thirds of the 15 million
Americans who purchased TVs
that year, they probably spent

around $600. In 1974, for example, a 19-inch, color Sony

television cost about $590, according to TVhistory.com. To-

day’s shoppers can purchase

an updated model of the same
size Sony — complete with

HDTV and 1440×900 resolution

61

— for around $350.

The letter is just one of

thousands that fill 15 boxes of
Whalen’s correspondence and
those are just a portion of the

480 boxes and 41 scrapbooks

Chairs in the
School of
Engineering

Chairs
in the
School of
Education
and Allied
Professions

Not all Congressional cor-

respondence is top-secret ma-

other personal papers, and

Chairs in the
School of
Business
Administration

8

to go and what you want to accom-

but need vetting from a business

Book value of contributions for funded positions

neurship is being established in a

as a firm focus on where you want

$26,877,019

Design and Manufacturing Clinic

2

he says, requiring flexibility as well

Chair jointly in Engineering and the College

The new Goudreau Family En-

dowed Faculty Chair in Entrepre-

31
ENDOWING FACULTY,
BY THE NUMBERS

HIDDEN TREASURE

Engineering business — a hybrid
approach

of his Congressional papers
housed in the University Archives and Special Collections.
The

releases,

collection

personal

memorabilia,

of

news

papers,

scrapbooks,

campaign information, sup-

ported legislation and media
files runs 237 feet in Albert
Emanuel Hall.

“Many Congressmen leave

their papers with a repository
in their district,” said Rachel

DeHart, interim archivist in

University Archives.

As a UD alumnus and for-

mer professor of economics,
Whalen, who now lives in
Maryland, donated his papers

to the University in the late

1970s following his retirement
from Congress.

— Rachael Bade ’10

Information age
WINTER 2010
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PERCEPTIONS

Homecoming

Winter Deer

Nov. 30, 2009: Today is my first full day

my hometown, the color of the kitchen and

hallways at home, and my relationships with
I can’t say that going home was going back

the cleaning staff to stock our shared bathroom

walk downstairs and purchase an entire meal

of focusing on a specific event seems beyond me.

my dog and my own bathroom and seeing my

When I joined the Peace Corps, I did so be-

parents on their own turf. However, I can’t say

cause I wanted to see the world and because I

I had ever, in my three months of absence, ex-

knew I had been blessed with a good education

perienced any longing for my dot on the map of

and felt an obligation to share it with someone.

Michigan.

When I signed up, I had no idea where I’d be go-

After walking in my house to a Welcome

ing or what I’d be doing.

Home banner illustrated by my dad and texting
my home-friends about my arrival, my best

after re-exploring the house I’ve lived in for 18

—Betsy Snyder ’98
http://betsysnyder.com/

woke up in the middle of the night and, for that
second of discombobulation, had no idea where
place, when it was actually at home. Surreal.

WINTER 2010

tion but commonly referred to by its former

even like because there aren’t many people
to choose from and nothing else was going

on. Friday night, starting out so excited for
a sleepover with my two best friends, only to
end up leaving markedly upset at midnight be-

to talk about without a single entrance for me
into the conversation. There was also the realization that I couldn’t order pizza at 2 in the

morning from Cousin Vinny’s, but that was of
lesser importance.

I’m so glad I went home. And I’m already

cause I couldn’t shake the feeling of being the

looking forward to Christmas break in three

University, the two of them have been together

ger, I’ll be able to re-settle into the routine of

third wheel — both attending Michigan State
nearly every day since school started, and all
their shared experience led to plenty for them

weeks. Hopefully when the vacation is lon-

home. I was thrilled to return to UD Sunday
afternoon and show my sister around campus,

that everyone who knows me is asleep on the
other side of the world? And the incredible comfort of celebrating birthdays and holidays with

a host family who has welcomed me into their
home? How can I explain how something that
wouldn’t bother me at all back home can cause

know that when I go home, I will look back at the

experience and be lost for words, left with only
photos and memories.

—Kerry Burgeson ’08

Kerry Burgeson was an intervention specialist major in

the School of Education and Allied Professions. She is from
Barrington, Ill.

Historic houses on parade
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When the bagpipers are there, you know it’s

wanted to know if we could move our house. Gus

Not that we needed anyone to tell us. It was

For us grown-ups, it was a time to visit with

a special day.

just stood with his thumb in his mouth amazed.

of people were walking up and down the middle
Dayton for a glimpse of a rare sight: four hous-

ing pace, escorted by police and a crew of hardhatted bagpipers.

Each had historical significance, of course.

neighbors we don’t see often enough.

One of them was my neighbor Mary. She’s

1946 and is a proxy grandmother for every kid

and with everyone milling around watching the
houses’ progress, this had the feel of one.

The final stage of the move brought the

name, Lenin. (This, by the way, is actually a lot

The giant green one in front was the Deeds barn,

houses down a slight hill and into Carillon Park,

I work at a center for students with physi-

Edward Deeds and others invented the electric

as they cleared the curb and held our breaths

of ramps, elevators and handicapped signs, a
ing up in a cold basement with people I don’t

done here — I still have 11 months to go — but I

Russian? The incredible loneliness of knowing

that once seemed impossible. I am by no means

on the street. She’s there for any kind of party,

cal disabilities. This is in a country that is free

The next five days at home were full of ex-

ly led a seminar about inclusive education all in

es jacked up on flatbed trucks driven at walk-

of fun.)

I was. My body felt like it was sleeping in a new

possible and learned to live life in a language

lived in her house up the street from ours since

and down a pedestrian street called Constitu-

er and not putting on flip flops first. Until … I

I have learned more lessons than I ever thought

bought a water bottle without being reduced to

of normally busy South Patterson Boulevard in

high and whose chief attraction is walking up

about my return that night was taking a show-

son to the life I have lived up until this point.

ment in a city with few buildings that weren’t

a city with no building more than nine stories

it felt completely normal. The strangest thing

There have been so many highs and so many

lows here in Kazakhstan that have no compari-

a blue-skied Sunday morning in July. Hundreds

built during the days of the Soviet Union. It’s

years, I was surprised to text her back that no,

simple action can make me feel like I am king of

Now here I am in Petropavlovsk, Kazakh-

stan. I live on my own in an old Soviet-bloc apart-

friend immediately replied, “Is it weird?” And

How could I ever explain the triumph I

pointing? Or, more recently, when I successful-

express in words any aspect of it. Even the idea

I was happy to be arriving home — I missed

excitement and hope for more progress.

frustration of the last snow in late May and the

four months of my life, it seems impossible to

automatic; the way I felt about them was not.

anything that will have a lasting effect, and the

felt the first time I went into a small shop and

As I sit here thinking about the last year and

was strange. Navigating the familiar roads was

thing, anything at all to make a difference at

the food they’ve brought. I want you to know the

beer and being totally content with life.

Driving into my small town Tuesday night
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the world?

shashleek (a sort of meat kebab) and drinking a

I expected it to be.

without. There was Wednesday night, end-

the place I work, how it’s taken me a year to do

the fun of sitting in a café on Lenin Street eating

say, going home for the first time was not what

signs of my hometown that I could have gone

dipped myself into a hole cut into the ice of a

fun of ice picnics in between. I want you to know

without ever opening the fridge. Needless to

But then there were the strange parts, the

me unending frustration and how completing a

excitement of the first snow in October and the

with sufficient paper towels, and being able to

grainy Skype conversation.

—Meredith Hirt ’13

to explain the frustration of trying to do some-

family I’m sitting near insists that I eat more of

Tuesday nights, my wing’s ongoing battle with

ing a single expression through the phone or a

week.

I want to tell you what it feels like to be in

I’m on hour 20 of a 32-hour train ride and the

playing techno full blast at 1 in the morning on

my best friend face-to-face, not compromis-

Going home wasn’t what I had expected.

Meredith Hirt is a first-year marketing major.

river. I want to tell you what it feels like when

to “normal.” To me, normal is sixth-floor boys

in-law watched. It was great to catch up with

hallmates.

18th of next month. And hopefully my dog will

But it wasn’t worse, just different. I now feel

a bikini when it’s 20 below zero and I’ve just

my best friends.

9-month-old nephew as my brother and sister-

be just as excited to see me then as he was last

wash my quilt and avoid my homework with-

Cold, different and fun

a lot of things, including my disposition toward

also home for the holiday; and to play with my

out the friendly pestering motivation from my

having enough alone time. While waiting for

since I’ve been to school. Three months changes

the next room; to trade clothes with my sister,

I was the first of my college friends to return to

the things I struggle with most at school is not

Tuesday was the first time I made a trip home

derful being able to hear my parents talking in

more prepared for my second return trip on the

Dayton, I wasn’t the least bit bothered. One of

giving break. Returning to Michigan last week

periences both normal and weird. It was won-

my friends to get back, I had time to read in bed,

she graduated has changed noticeably. Though

back at the University of Dayton after Thanks-
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which even in the two-and-a-half years since

place where people with disabilities are typically
homebound and your average person has never

seen anyone with an obvious disability. And yet,

I can see hope. I work with the only inclusive
education program in the country. I see a whole

school of children learning that just because

the very building in which Charles Kettering,

starter. It was followed by the simpler but elegant Miller House, the last remaining structure

from Dayton’s Watervliet Shaker community.
Behind them followed the Newcom-Greer house

(a grand Greek-revival with giant white col-

umns) and a summer kitchen called the Hetzel
House.

As the flatbed trucks inched along, we and

someone has a disability, that doesn’t mean

our neighbors walked alongside peeking in the

I want to tell you what it feels like when a

limbs that lined the road and watching workers

there’s something wrong with them.

child I’ve worked with has gone from saying “I
can’t” and screaming for help to saying “I can”

and insisting on doing things herself. I want

their new home. We could hear them creaking
with fear they’d tip and fall over. Across the
river were UD Arena and the Dayton skyline.

Across the street, the flags in front of NCR headquarters limply hung in the still air. A month

earlier, we’d heard of NCR’s plans to relocate
its headquarters to Georgia, but we didn’t yet

grasp the immense opportunity that decision
would offer UD.

That morning, our collective reaction to

houses, watching them barely clear the tree

watching these buildings roll down a street and

ahead cut off tree limbs that would get in the

that such big, seemingly fixed edifices could

way.

For my sons, 4 and 9, it was a sight. Max

into the park was much simpler: amazement
move and remain intact.

WINTER 2010

—Matthew Dewald
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COMMENTARY BY DANIEL J. CURRAN
PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON

A transformative moment
As I walked out of a news conference announcing

people. It has the potential to attract companies that

former world headquarters, the magnitude of the mo-

search. It just opens the door to tremendous opportuni-

the University of Dayton’s acquisition of NCR Corp.’s

can work next to a university doing cutting-edge re-

ment hit me.

ties and new jobs.”

I glanced at words flashing on a Blackberry —

The New York Times’ announcement to the world of

A symbol of promise

and 115 acres. Later, Chinese visitors to campus told

highly visible building sit empty for years would be a

our $18 million purchase of a corporate headquarters
ANDY SNOW

This is a transformative moment. To have such a

symbol of decline. We’re growing and vibrant and be-

lieve the facility can provide opportunity for campus
expansion and economic growth.

The former headquarters will house most of the ex-

panding University of Dayton Research Institute and
provide a home for new research partnerships, including a proposed incubator. The research institute recently won the largest contract in history to help develop

YOU MIGHT
THINK YOU
FOUND
COMMUNITY
AT UD.
ACTUALLY,
YOU HELPED
BUILD IT.

Community. It’s more than just a word here.
It’s the professors who opened up your world.
The Marianists you broke bread with.
The friends you met in the classroom and the residence halls.
The deafening noise you made in the Arena.
It’s the problems we solve.
The lives we make better.
The changes that make a real difference.
And each time you give to the University of Dayton,
You ensure that our transformative community
Will be experienced for generations to come.
supportUD.magazine.udayton.edu / 888-253-2383

jet fuels and combustion technologies. During a down

economy last year, the University of Dayton experienced
a double-digit jump in research revenues and remains
second in the nation in materials research, according to

the National Science Foundation. No other Catholic university performs more sponsored engineering research.
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us they read the news in China. The Wall Street Journal

used Twitter to alert its readers. The news drove record
visitors to the University’s Web news site.

Many universities buy land to expand upon. A

number of residential campuses buy student houses.
We believe this is the first time a university has ever
bought a former Fortune 500 headquarters.
‘Once-in-a-generation opportunity’

It’s a bold move, but it’s the right move for the

University of Dayton and the Dayton region at this mo-

ment in history. It puts the University of Dayton in an
elite company of national research universities that
are investing in what real estate officials call “oncein-a-generation” opportunities. The NCR property was

could be the basis of Dayton’s future economy. … Being in the NCR building will give the research institute

more visibility and cachet. Locating in this first-class
environment is a statement about its role at UD and
in the community.”

A new front porch for alumni

The former headquarters will not only elevate the

stature of our high-tech research initiatives, but it will

also provide welcome space for a new alumni center
and graduate classes. In my visits with alumni around

the world, I know how much alumni value and cherish
this university. This will be a home for chapter meet-

ings, alumni events, lifelong learning programs and
another campus venue for showcasing our rich history.

In 1850, Father Leo Meyer, S.M., read the signs of

assessed at more than $31 million, not including the

the times when he purchased Dewberry Farm. Brother

The news not only captured international media

Patterson family, providing NCR with capital for its

furnishings.

attention, it also sparked reaction from other top-tier
research universities, like the University of Michigan,
which just completed a $108 million purchase of a former Pfizer Inc. site in Ann Arbor.

Consider the reaction of Lawrence Molnar, asso-

ciate director for the University of Michigan Institute

for Research on Labor, Employment and the Economy:
“This could be transformational. It’s going to employ
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The Dayton Daily News called the growth of UDRI “a

model for long-term incubation of idea centers that

WINTER 2010

Maximin Zehler, S.M., purchased more land from the
infant business. That farm blossomed into a major
Catholic university with a global reach.

Our founders took a courageous leap. Today, we

take another bold move — with the same faith and confidence.

I’m humbled and privileged to be the steward of

such a remarkable legacy. In the Marianist spirit, we
can build together a future of even greater promise.

WINTER 2010
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Students’ progress toward their degrees sometimes hits unexpected roadblocks.
World War II delayed the graduation of many who in 1941 hoped to be receiving a
degree four years later. So, this spring, three classes (’45, ’46 and ’47) will reunite
during Reunion Weekend June 11-13 for a special 65th reunion. They’ll notice that
their campus library (Albert Emanuel Hall) has transformed into the home of
enrollment management, as well as that of the University Archives, the source of the
above photograph from the early 1940s.
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